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NEW VERSION OF AN OLD SAW

AN OFFER TO RETURN MONEY

1905.

IS),

Them to Campaign Funds,
Will Not Save Them From

212

OUR MYSTERIOUS FIRES IN

TO THE INSURANCE COMPANIES
Given by

NUMHEU

FORTS PROTECTING NEW YORK
Arouse Military Authorities

but This

to

Investigate-Da-

ages Include Magazines, Barracks,
pitals and Even Some

Prosecution.

m-

Hos-

ONLY TWENTY BUT HAS MARRIED THREE TIMES

BIG SIEGE GUNS TO

And is Now Uuder Arrest Charged

France is Fearful That Another Cricis Has Arisen With
Germany Over the Settlement of
Moroccoan Conditions.

With

Bigamy-Licen- se

Revoked Captain of Otero Who Refused
Help to Yacht Sylph.

ff

STEAMER BREMEN, FROM NEW YORK, TOWED INTO HALIFAX
State Attorney
General Mayer arrived here today, intending to interview members of the
legislative Insurance Investigating
Committee and its counsel, regarding
contribthe political campaign funds
uted by life Insurance companies. atIt was reported today that the
torney general had been informed the
money so paid would" be restored to
but this
the insurance companies,prevent
him
would not necessarily
from taking any action he might deem
proper.
New York, Sept. 19.

ffeosf

VCJ

ing a term in the penitentiary for killing a man named Walbridge, who was
her husband, because sho alleged he
abused her.

REFUSED AID TO YACHT
SYLPH WHEN IN TROUBLE.
Washington, D. C, Sept. 19. The
Department of Commerce and Labor
has revoked the license of the captain of the steamer Otero, formerly
one of the 1'nlted States Fruit Com
pany's vessels, plying between the
West Indies and Baltimore, because
of his allege 1 refusal to aid the presi
TRIED HUSBANDS AS ONE
nniit s yacht, fcylrh. wl en she
MIGHT TRY SUMMER HATS. disabled off the coast f North Caro
Butte, Mont., Sept. 19. Two weeks lina, April 12th, last, aUo having con
ago, the twenty year old wife of Geo. veyed Mrs. Koosevelt to Florida.
Melville, a miner, told him she was STEAMER BREMEN BROKE
going out to attend the wedding of a
HER PROPELLER AT SEA.
friend. Yesterday it was discovered
Halifax. N. S., Sept. 19. A disabled
that, she was a bride, having married
In tow hna been p'ghted at
Harrv Nortlny, a young man living steamer
homo :be entrance of this harbor heading
less than half a mile from her
reports
her into port. The signal sr.ition
She told Northey Melville was with
thai !i disabled Ftenme- - apparently
uncle. She went back and lived
Bremen, wfcicii recently sailed
Melville a week, and then returned to Is the New
York. The Ueamor has
her new husband. was arrested on a front
been positively ir'ipr.tified as the Bre
Yesterday she
men. Her propeller is damaged. She
charge of bigamy.
l.uegfcen.
Her father, Carlisle Hunter, Is serv Is In fow of the
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CLIFTON
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$10,000.
4 4 4

DEFEATS TRINIDAD
BY SCORE

OF II TO

MEMBER

4

ARIZONA TEAM HAD 3 SCORES AT
BEGINNING OF THIRD INNING
AGAINST TRINIDAD'S 0.

the beginning of the third
the tail game this afternoon,
between Trinidad and Clifton, the
At

of

Arizona bovs had 3 runs chalked up
If Clifton
against 0 for Trinidad.
keeps up the gait it has started out
with this afternoon, it begins to look
as if the team would be first in the
tournament.
Merkle is in the box for Clifton,
while Locker is handling the sphere
In the second inning
for Trinidad.
Locker was hit very freely and three
runs were scored before CHton retired.
Clifton Wins 11 to 4.
Clifton won this afternoon's game
by a score of 11 to 4. Up to the
eighth inning Trinidad was shut out.
Exhibition of Trotting Ostrich.
The trotting ostrich. Whirlwind,
made its first appearance this afternoon, and trotted a half mile in 1:11.
Tills animal is certainly a wonder,
and no one can afford to miss the
treat of seeing this bird trot to a
sulky.

r

Pitti-burg-

,

CHOLERA

CHECKED

New York, Sept. 19. Four mysteri
ous flrcp. In three forts protecting the
New york harbor, within the last two
months, has caused the military authorities of the department of the east
much concern. The latest fire was at
Fort Slocttm, on Iavtd's Island, In the
bound, Sunday night.
Magazines, barracks, hospitals, and
even big siege guns were destroyed
or damaged in these big fires, the
origin of which Is a mystery. A court
of inquiry has been ordered to investigate the Fort Slocum fire.

countries are suspended. Dr. Rmm,
the German representative, la seeking Instructions fro mllerlin. An extended delay excites apprehension
that Germany wi.l not yield upon tn
points which France considers essential.
Dr. Rosen made a reassuring statement today, saying:
"Alarming reports are quite unwarranted.
Th
prolongation of negotiations ought not
to excite apprehension or alarm, a
It only shows we are trying to reach
durable accord."
k

NEGOTIATIONS SUSPENDED
IN THAT MOROCCO CASE.
Paris, Sept. 19. Another crisis has
arisen In the negotiations between
France and Germany relative to the
Meetings of
Moroccoan conference.
special plenipotentiaries of the two

CH0LERAPIDEMIC

WA8
DECLARED TO BE CHECKEDU.
Washington, I. C, Sept. 19. The
German government has declared that
the cholera epidemic has been checked, according to a cablegram received
today from Ambassador Tower at

NEW YORK WANTS

FLOODS IN CENTRAL

.

WEST ARE WORSE

CELEBRATE SANTA FE DAY AT FAIR
El

Paso Defeats Las Vegas in Second Game of Base Ball Tournamen
Exciting Events in Progress At the Fair This Afternoon
.

-

.
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TO THE SANITARIUM

traffic west 1b In nearly a normal condition, but the Santa Fe's southern
Kansas division la entirely out of
commission, owing to floods around
Madison.

.

Charles Ciosson, of Santa Fe; Cricket, i time, "the streets will be tlluuiimUed
owned bv F. It. Glrardin. of Las with. 500 pounds of red fire during
Vegas, and Monkey Mack, owned by these performances.
Charles Coe. of las Vegas. Wise
ones say the race lies between She-caYESTERDAY'S EVENTS.
the Albuquerque horse, and
Monkey Mack, the Las Vegas entry.
Bittner Wins Bicycle Races.
Yesterday
afternoon, Clayton Hitt-ne- r
Running
Races.
Two
won
mile and the haif mile
the
A six furlong running race was bicycle races In easy fashion. Uitt-ner'- s
In
scheduled for this afternoon,
was
performance yesterday
which were entered Goddess of Night, somewhat of a surprise, as last year,
Blackbird and Maguire.
Ray Stamm, who finished second in
Probably the most interesting race
events, yesterday, had no trouble
of the afternoon, outside of the 2:11 both
In defeating him. The races
pace, Is the one mile cowboy race. Up whatever
showed that Bittner has the making
to noon two horses had been entered, of
a good bicycle rider in him.
namely Spitfire and Jim Lightning.
The results of the bicycle races yesterday were as follows:
Tonight's Attractions.
first;
Mile Open Bittner,
One
The attractions on Railroad avenue Stamm, second; Miller, third. Time,
tonight will be more and greater than 2:!.
last night. Promptly at 8 o'clock tho
first;
Half Mile Dash Bittner.
fire department will repeat Its exhibi- Stamm, second; Dodson, third. Time,
to
In
night.
addition
run
of last
tion
0:34.
the fire apparatus. O. W. Strong's amBoone Takes 2:40 Trot.
immedirun,
the
will
make
bulance
2:4u
trot proved all one way.
The
department.
fire
following
the
ately
were
three horses entered:
There
of
team
a
handsome
This firm has
owned by Emil Mann; Alice,
blacks that are worked on the am- Boone, by
Herman Bleuher, and
bulance and they are the fastest and owned
owned by R. H. Greenleaf.
most spirited animals In the city. Seccase.
retary Sellers announces that people Boone won In straight heats with purse
The
should be particularly careful tonight McGinty was$350.second.
and not get in the way. as after tho amounted to
Running Races Not Much.
team started to make the run down
Railroad avenue It will be next to
The two running events on yesterimpossible to do anv turning out or day afternoon's card did not amount
pulling up. The street will be roped to 'much. Only tbre horses wint to
off ami every precaution taken to pre- the post in both tho mile ami half-milvent accidents.
Both races went to
events.
Following ttie run of tin-- fire deSun. a
laughter of the Midnight
partment the tpicm of cavalry from handsome black marc with eonsider-ablFort Wlngate, under command of
speed. Macuire was si coud.
Lieutenant Lewis, will drill tin and
Run by Fire Apparatus.
an
avenue
for
half
down Railroad
Last night's program was carried
attractonight's
of
part
hour. This
Shortly after 7
out as arranged.
tions will probably be the best yet. o'clock. Railroad avenue, from First
The Navajo biteks will give two
(Continued on Page Five.)
dances in separate groiip-- at the same

n

SICK SON TAKEN

RAILROAD TRAFFIC IS
AGAIN IN NORMAL STATE.
Topeka, Kan., Sept. 19. Railroad

Troopers Drill on Streets Tonight.
v.fji

teen feet in twenty-fou- r
hours, and tb
flood is still creeping higher. In tha
opinion of river men the creirt of th
freshet will be reached within th
next twenty-fou- r
hours, and the rlTer
will not go over the danger line.
Gangs of laborers have removed aJI
merchandise from the leveea to
places of safetj.

of the discovery of the Hud-Bo- n
river.
Options have been obtained on a
largo tract of land at Verplank's Point,
on the east bank of the Hudson, near
Pcekskill, where It Is proposed to loWith the recate the exposition.
turn of Governor Higglns from Europe,
on September 22, It is expected that
the project will assume a concrete
form.

THREE HUNDRED ANCIENTS ARRIVE TO

The second day of the big territorial
weather,
ftir dawned with beautiful
and indications are for warmer and
clear weather tonight and tomorrow.
Ihio Is Santa Fe day, and at 11:30
o'clock, an excursion, bringing three
hundred people from the Ancient
City arrived. The crowds today far
exceed these of yesterday, and prospects are brighter than ever for a
record breaking attendance at the
twenty-fiftTERRITORIAL DENTAL BOARD
fair. Last night incoming passengers on train No. 8, from
10 MEET NOVEMBER 6 the west, report that after the train
left Bluewater sta'lon no stops were
The New Mexico Board of Dental made to take on passengers because
Examiners will meet at the office of the train was already full.
Vegas, on No
Dr. F. E. Olney,
Las Vegas Defeated.
vember 01 h. instead of October, as
has been announced. Members of the
It was a galiing defeat that El Paso
board are as follows: Dr. L. H. Cham dished out to the Las Vegas Blues
berlln, of Albuquerque, president; C. this morning, and It must have been
X. Lord, of Santa Fe. see ttary and a blow to the pride of the Meadow
treasure; ; F. E. Oiney a"1.' r I., muv City fans to see the hero of the
game hammerthlrteen-innlnmond of Lai Vegas, an I A. A. Bear
nip. of Carlsbad, members.
ed so hard. Nash was hit with precis-Ioand with telling effect, and victory went to the team that wielded
HE PRAISES THE
the willow for hits.
Irving did the box stunt for El
CITY OF ROSWELL
Paso, and bore up bravely against the
pictured champions. The score was
Hon. G. A. Richardson, accompanied 7 to 5.
and daughter
by Mrs. Richardson
came in last night, via Trinidad, from
This Afternoon's Program.
Roswell, and will spend a couple of
chief event on this afternoon's
The
days here. Mr. Richardson comes to program Is tho ball game between
attend tho meeting of the New Mex Clifton and Trinidad.
The largest
ieo liar Association, which should crowd that has attended a ball game
have met this morning, but adjourne
the tournament is assembled and
over until tonight, and also the Joint aat good
game is in progress with tho
statehood convention, which convene odds in lavor of Clifton.
tomorrow morning. . Mr. Richardson
is enthusiastic about the future
Racing for $1,000 Purse.
Roswell. and says that town is now
The best event on the racing card
close rival of Albuquerque In every
thing that tends to make of It a big this afternoon is the 2:11 pace, stake
$1."0', in which four horses are encity in a very few years.
tered, as follows: Shecam, owned by
.lake Levy; Selden Wilkes, owned by

Shecam Wins First Heat.
.lack Lew's Slueam won the first PASTORS HOLD
heat of tle "Jill pace this afternoon,
MONTHLY CONFERENCE
ami it looks as it the Albuquerque
horse would take down the big $!,""
The pastors of the city held tin
purse. Monkey Mack was second.
Cricket and Selden Wilkes are the monthly conference at the Bapua
chrucii s'.udv ves'erday afternoon.
two other horses entered.
Rev. J. W. Barron, pastor of th
First Congregational church, was welImmense Crowds at Park.
Fully :t.timi people are n'tenditiir the comed us the latil addition to the
bai; game and races at Traction Park Ministers' Alliance.
l
A committee, consisting of Rev.
this afternoon, the largest crowd so
far during the fair. Indications are
and Rev. Harrison was appointed
that tomorrow and Thursday will see to revise and have printed the calenseveral thousand more visitors In the dar of religious services, and to post
city.
the same in public places.
The conference also appointed Rev.
WITTE AND FAMILY
Barron and Rev. Fisk a committee to
ARRIVE IN PARIS. request of the daily papers a more
prominent place for the Sunday church
l'atis. Sept. lit. M. Witte. accom- announcements.
arpanied by his wife and daughter,
rived today from Cherbourg. Fo. low- SENATOR ELKINS AND
ing the expressed wish of the Russian statesman, there was no formal
HIS RAILWAY BILL
reception.
M. Witte will make a brief stay here
conferring with the Russian ambassaNew York, Sept. 19. Senator
dor, ami probably also with President
of West Virginia, is here in conl.oubet and I'reini.-- Rouvier.
sultation with railroad and business
men on the subject of tho railroad
COAL OIL IS AGAIN
and traiff legislation to be considADVANCED SEVERAL CENTS. ered by congress at the coming session. As chai.man of the sena'e comMr.
Pa Sept. 19. The price mittee on interstate commerce,
of all grades of crude oil. exvept Klkins will have charge of all railruglan itai advanced again today by road hgislation in the senate.
He predicts that a rate legislation
the Standard Oil Company, imtkinf
the third advance in two weeks. As bill will pass tliis winter, but feels
usual the hither grades were raised that a prolonged and bitter fight will
the tariff revision subthree cents and the lower grades two ensue wln-ject is considered.
cents.

CITY IN ATTACK

New York, Sept. 19. Active work
St. Iouis, Mo., Sept. 19. The tags
Is going on in this city looking toward of
the Mississippi river measured
a permanent world's fair to be opened
27.03 feet today, a rise of over fourin 1909, in celebration of the

OF BOARD IS IN

ATTENDANCE AND MUCH BUSI
NESS IS BEING TRANSACTED.
The Territorial Board of Pharmacy
met in this city yesterday afternoon
and continued in session today. The
meeting will close tonight. The board
Is holding is meetings in the drug
store of B. Buppe, president of the
board. There is a full attendance
present, as follows:
President. B. Ruppe; secretary, A
J. Fisher of Santa Fe; E. G. Murphey,
of Las Vegas; W. C. Porterfield, of
Silver City; P. Morino, of Las Crtlces
The board examined two applicants
for admission to practice pharmacy
and both passed the examination sue
cessfuily. They are J. A. Agee, of
Silver City, and E. J. Neer, of For
tales, Roosevelt county. In addition
the board transacted much other im
portant business that will be of bene
fit to the profession In this territory

bu-rn- -

$5,000

HOLDING SESSION
EVERY

to The Citizen.
Fe, N. M., Sept. 19. The
States Indian Industrial
situated a mile from this
escaned destruc- nrrnu.-ltion last night at 8:30 o'clock.from a fire which totally destroy- ed tlh; big shops of the institution. The fire Is supposed tohave originated from an overheated fo. ge which was left
ing after the day's work was done.
The Are department at the school
rendered 'efficient service, but as
the fire had gained quite a start,
it was impossible to save the
building, and attention was turn- ed to saving the other buildings
on the school site. The fire ap- paratus from this city was sent
to the scene, but It arrived too
late to render much service.
The loss is estimated at from
Special
Santa
United
school,

4
4
4
4
4

BOARD OF PHARMACY

DECLARES

PERMANENT WORLD'S FAIR

;

SANTA FE INDIAN SCHOOL
SUFFERS FROM BIG FIRE

GOVERNMENT

DEFEND

Hon. 'Llewellyn Powers, a prominent and well known politician oC
Maine, he representing one of the districts of that state In congress, arrived this morning on No. 2 from tn
mt, accompanied by a sick son. Th
yonng man contracted typhoid fever
while In southern California, but that
symptoms did not present themselves
until the train reached Wllliama,
Ariz., yesterday.
He Is now a patient
at the St. Joseph sanitarium, and
Congressman Powers will be compelled to remain tiere until his son 1ft
declared out of danger. As stated In
The Citizen yesterday afternoon, Mr.
Powers is a strong advocate of Joint
statehood, and will probably attend
the statehood convention at the Casino tomorrow morning.
Itodey, Dr. W. O. Hope and othera,
constituting themselves a committee
met Congressman Powers at the depojt
this morning, and "bid him welcome to
the city.

DIED ON TRAIN
FROM BRIGHT'S DISEASE
George Howard Potter, of Duluth,
aged 36 years, died on the
south bound No. 1 passenger train
near Iamy, late yesterday afternoon,
and the remains were taken off the
train at this city. The body was
turned over to the undertaker, who
will embalm It and tonight ship the
remains back to Duluth, being accompanied by a bereaved brother. The
deceased was en route to southern
California, in the hope that the climate out there would prove beneficial
suffered
lo l is failln health. lie h
with Brlght's disease at least twelve
years.
Minn.,

KANSAS AND MISSOURI
REJOICE IN SUNSHINE.
Kansas City, Mo., Sept. 19. The
sun shone in western Missouri and

STATEHOOD CONFERENCE
TOMORROW MORNING

Kansas today, breaking the rainy seaThe joint statehood conference 1111
son of to weeks. Streams began to
recede rapidly and the railroad condi- be held at the Casino tomorrow forenoon, beginning at 10 o'clock. Imtions have Improved materially.
promptu speeches will be made by
the leading statehood advocate
of
SANTA FE'S DAMAGES
the territory and the conference will
AMOUNT TO MILLIONS be made more Interesting by the presence of Congressman Llewellyn Powers, of Maine, who Is second on tne
Chicago. 111.. Sent 19. Western congressional
committee on terrifloods have caused the Santa Fe rail- tories.
Friends of Joint statehood
way a loss of more than two million
should make It a point to ue presdollars in the fiscal year just closed. ent.
This is staled In the annual report,
gross earnings of more
which
STATES GENERAL OPENS
than $(;k.(mk,(K((.
AT THE HAGUE AGAIN.
With regard to the Santa Fe's nw
transcontinental 4J)ic, It is said that
work is progressing at three points,
The Hague, Sept. 19. States Genand It Is expected the entire line will eral was reopened last night. Queen
be completed this year.
Wilhelmina's
speech promised uniIt Is announced also that the com- versal military training of the youth,
pany is projecting a road from
in order to make the whole people,
Ariz., across the Colorado available for tho defense of the nariver, to Bengal, on the main line to tion. She said that means would be.
California. By the close of tiie year, sought to complete 4 fortifications
ii is given out, a total of 322 miles of Amsterdam
as quickly as possiof double track will have been com- ble.
pleted, tiie longest stretch, which is
between llolliday and F.mporia, being
TURKEY TAKES STEPS
fifty-foumiles.
TOWARD OUR DEMANDS
MISSISSIPPI VALLEY HAS
FAIR WEATHER NOW.
Chicago, Sept. 1!t. The storm whicri
Const :tnt in opto,
Sipt. J'.- Turkey
has been raging over tho Mississippi
valley is now central over Lake Suto the demands of tho
penor ' It ishcl.aring west of the Mis - lug
,
,
aJmlltlI1K tne r,Kht ol the
arbitration secured decisive recogni- slssippi
'consular
been
wave
has
I
authorities to see
tion. What now occupies the atten- broken In the entire
j
ArI1K.Iilan Vartalllan and Afarlan.
tion of tile pea:e advocates is proper reg on and frost has occur, ed on the
((j
bj
m
calm8
international organisation and
mountain
and
t Alm.rU.,a protection.
and that Is the fundamental northeastern
ground work of the present congress
Vattanian Is charged with the mur--r
l
and the subjects brought before it for JAPAN IS SETTLING DOWN
of a prominent Aretnulan
iner- discussion.
TO FV F R Y DAY BUSINESS, chant. Afariau is accused of partic
Tile American representation at the
Tokio, Sept. l'.t. Iiespite tho fact ipation in the plot to assassinate the
Lucerne congress is much larger than that popular dissatisfaction over the sultan, July 21. when a bomb was exat any oiner European congress since pt.ari, arrangements continues uua-tn- e ploded aj the sultan was leaving the
revival of the congress in 1S98. l.ated. there uru indications that the Mosque.
Tiie American Peace society, t he l,uiness
ontingent U slow ly sober-peacsocieties of Philadelphia. Clu- Hon. W. B. Walton, the probate court
Capital for new enter
down.
iiin.it i and other cities, as well as prises, following the successful con- - clerk of (!raut county and practicing
various commercial bodies line the elusion of peace, is gradually coming attorney and editor of the Silver City
New
ork board of trade,, are unusu- - Into the banks in amounts wllch are Independent, came in from the south
ally w ell represented.
Besides, the llkclv to lowiv the iate of Interest.
rhis morning and Is mingling with the
nu.r.l t has been augmented by a large
southern delegation at the fair this
proportion of the delegates to the in- WOOL MARKET CONafHrnoon. Mr. Walton will met here
TINUES VERY GOOD. this evening, Mrs. Walton, who will
ternational religious conference held
BoMon, Mass., Sept. l'.t. A modcr- - return on the No, 1 passenger trsJn
fit Geneva during tiie latter part of Au- been done in thej from a visit to Denver relatives ami
gust. Altogether, this promises to tie: ate
one of the most notable gat lii ings wool market with the chief activity in friends, after which both will conin the interests of
universal peace, territories. Dealers find no difficulty tinue to their home In Silver City.
hi Id thus far. and in consideration of in making sales at firm prices. Fleece
carpenters,
and their tesults are nf world-- ' woo..-- , aie in a s roiig position and the WANT FD Six
present events and conditions, the dis- - market shows no indication of weak - j Apply to John W. McQuade Mouday
enitig prices.
morning. Highest of wages.
wide imiMjrtance
e

I

e

i

Wiek-enbur-

1

INTERNATIONAL PEACE CONGRESS

r

AMERICANS TAKING LEADING PART

i,;.r...

Sept. 1. lent hostilities in the east tire setLucerne, Switzerland,
One of tho most impressive peace tied.
A feature of the program, which ap- congresses ever held opened here to- - )(uU
, ,)Wn j,,,,,,,,
PSI,rlall y to
day.
The tide of arbitration and (s the prominence given to the. subjec;
At the Bo.stou con- peace is now running so high !n all of neutralization.
of tho European stateg that many of Kress of last autumn, this subject recelved a degree of consideration
the most influential men In an parts Krt.ator than n,at a(,,,rtleJ to lt at
of the world are in attendance at the any previous peace congress, and sin!"e
of that, time througn the declaration of
conference to discuss questions
great national impoitanee, which are ni, Massachusetts board or trade ju
favor of neutralization of certain zones
to be presented at tho session.
haH c,mn.n()(.d
across the AtUlntit.
many
among thw
Most Important
world wide notic e. It is a well under- vital subjects outlined for the. pro- - stood fact ttiat the problem of neutral-applied to 'he Philippines by.
gram of the fourteenth international
the mutual agreemei.t of the great na
.
..
.
.v. .
r
a.,..: M,Bl..1B
ti,ls wolllll ,(.I1()Ve marry of the most
the reductions of the armies and the
obstacles in the way of
Above all,!
sumption of iudi pi
of the nation and of the
hshmetit of a stared international con-- ; 'ho course of . v.uts in the war In
brought the subject of
gnss tor the regti.ar
ion of, Matichuria'. hasto
tne l rout rank among
neutralization
a, I international
matt. is. Roth of the important uueMions of tho day.
:hese questions, will probably also en-- '
The inspiring i.ote of the Lucerne
ga-the second Hague conference, congress is constructive inti mat ionai
w hich
it is now stated on goon an-- organi.at ion. Witn the establishment
thority, w ill meet as soon as tne pres. - of The Hague tribunal, international

,m,
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THE EVENING CITIZEN
PMloh

the

it

Dally ana Weekly

Citizen Publishing Company
at Poatofflca fnr

through th

trmnamiaalon

wlla aa aacond elaaa mattar.

I'll make 'tin hotfoot It to keep In
sight of my smoke!
"An.l suppose they try to Jump tis!
tl think I've pot these guys
What do
r'th s foi ? A rille
with tiie
like that cos's a heap if money, and
If It coiiie to a fight well," and the
"Pearl of the liescrt" palled a 45 10
cannon affectionately, "there'll he do
ings, that's all.
"No, t li it ain't any truth In all this
talk ahoiit nie shooting all of them
prospectors out on the desert. If you
listen Ions enouth you'll hear that I
am everything, from a Wells Fargo
roliher to a regular, up to date
I
n 't helieve all you hear.
All I claim for myself is that I'm
plenty aide to pro'eet my game any
way she breaks. I'm the most pcacoa-- j
hie guy that
ever toted a gun. I
don't go out looking for grief, hut if
anybody thinks I'll run from trouble,
let 'em try nie."
Ami the Scott cai avail is certainly
equlped for war. Three quiet look-in- s
cowpunchet s the type of man
who never shoots unless he has to,
and seldom shoots in vain form the
bodyguard. Scott himself, is an ex
pert with either rifle or revolver, and
It Is his pride to clip silver dollars In
tho air with his new automatic pistol, which shoots twelve times inside
of five seconds.
This Is the first time that ScoS ever
took an escort with him. It really
proves that ho believes there will be
an effort made to trap him on this
trip to the mine.
"Some clumsy sucker shot a mule
from under nie the last time I came
"Maybe
In," said Scott, icsent fully.
he was trying to get me, but he certainly was a cussed poor shot. But
he done for the mule, though, and
that mule was easy worth a hundred
and a quarter. If the same guy does
any shooting this Lime he'll have to
get tho whole bunch of us, uey fel
Wuo-liear-

Official Papor of Itarnalillo Count)
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Aflrnioon DUpatrtiM.
City and Ccunty Cirtulition.
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TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION:
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TERRITORIAL

TOPICS

AFTER THE GOLDEN
AS IN OLDEN DAYS.

"They come!
They come!
The
Greeks! The Greek!" Thus bleated
some 500 Angora boats of Judge Pendleton of San Juan county, one night
last week, at an hour when honest
folks are asleep. The herder was
awakened by the noise and upon seeing two men chasing the goats, fired
several shots into the air. Tne
s
are supposed to be disciples of
cut-prit-

lemosthenes.
FOR
S.

EVKN1NG C1T1ZI1N

ALHUQUKHQUK

TWO

K..iY

YEARS THEY
LIVED IN NEW MEXICO.

Mendenhall and wife, oi
I. T., were at Koswell, says
tho Record, combining business with
pleasure. They attended the old settlers' picnic, there, having been residents for twenty-siyears.
They
were guests of their daughter, Mrs. W.
S. Piaeger. A considerable portion of
the twenty-siyears were spent In
Las Vegas, where Mr. Mendenhall
was engaged in t"he livery business.

Vnd so, "near sundown, Scotty and
his caravan tracked out of Ilarstow,
and pointed their noses to the desert.
Will there be a fight before Scotty
reaches the famous Funeral range of
mountains?
Syndicate Pays Bills.
A San Francisco dispatch says: It
Is asserted here on inside authority
that Walter Scott has no mine, never
ilid have a mine and Is not likely to.
The statement Is made that he la In
the pay of a syndicate of Los Angeles
mine promoters, who have for their
sole purpose the constant agitation of
bonanza stories which will keep the
mining stock market excited.
It is asserted that this party of operators keeps Scott supplied with
money, and on the strength of the
advertising they get for their properties through him. they profit many
times; more than the few thousand
they stake him to.

The Durango Herald

we statement that

Is
S.

SPIRIT.

arniington baa given the new college
which was recently secured for that
place, ten. acres of his orchard, which
waa the factor that secuied the institution. Besides this ten acres Mr.
Blake has given Ihe college every
third lot on three sides of the college
site. And then ""to further help the
college, he offered to give every other
one of the remaining lots to any one
who will build a house at a cost of
not less than $500, provided the party
he donates the lot to will give the
college $100. The lota offered are
50x100 feet, and are covered with
bearing
fruit trees. The college
grounds are at the southwest edge of
town. Mr. Blake is trying to interest
some of the Dnrango people in the

?.

TOMORROW

MORNING.

THIRD STREET
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Montestima Trust Co.

Moat Market

Capital and Sui phis

AT-U-

$100,000

Interest Allowed on Savings Deposits

i. c

t

.,..

a

Thos. F. Kclehcr

I

oeorge arnot

FAIR

A. L, Morgan.
Leather, Harness, Saddles, Etc
THE INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR
RAILROAD
AVENUE
BU1LHEH Estimates cheerfully 409 WEST
furnished; Jnh wnrk aolloted. Automatic
phone 724; ahep 911 North Second atreet,
1882
In
Established

Albuquerque,

particular.

TCngaged
people should remembpr,
that, after marriage, many quarrels
can bo avoided, by keeping their digestions In good condition with Electric Bitters. S. A. Brown, of Bennofts-vllle- ,
S. C, Rays:
"For years my wife
suffered Intensely from dyspepsia,
complicate with a torpid liver, until
she loBt Tier strength and vigor, and
became a mere wreck of her former
self. Then she tried Electric Bitters,
which helped lier at once, and finally
made her entirely well. She Is now
strong and healthy." All druggists sell
nnd guarantee them, at BO cents a battle.

MASONIC GRAND LODGE
MEETS HERE IN OCTOBER
The various degrees of the Masonic
New Mexico will hold
regular annual meeting In this city
October 16 to 21. The annual meeting of the grand chapter of the Eastern Star will also meet here Immediately following the meetings of the
Masons.
The annual session this year promises to lie more largely attended than
any previous session. All of the railroads have made especially low rates.
Secretary A. A. Keen, who Is (secretary of the New Mexico grand lodge,
of the grand commandery and grand
chapter. Is now sending out notices
of the special railroad rates offered
for tbe meeting, and inviting all members to visit Albuquerque on the dates
above mentioned.

fraternity of

V

ba:'i;

ia

According to the Index, the San
Juan county fair, which begins tomorrow, will continue three days.
Daring the whole time the noble red
braves and squaws will be camped on
the fair grounds and they will have
their own contests and pastimes, In
addition to the regular program. All
their tomahawks, scalping knives and
whetstones will be confiscated upon
their arrival in town, and in their
hideous warpaint and blood curdling
yells, they will be harmless.
The
most timid need not be

F. G. PRATT

Room

Homeopathic

17.

& CO.

Sole agents for Casino Canned Goods,
Jas. Heekln & Co.'s Coffees,

C. H. Conner, M. D., D. O.
Osteopathic physician and surgeon.
President New Mexico Board of Osteopathy.
All
successfully
diseases
treated. Offllce Barnett building
Hours, 9 to 2 and 2 to 4. Both telephones. Snndava by appointment.
Dr. J. E. Bronson.

Hillsboro Creamery Butter Best on
Earth.
VETERINARY.
Dr. Blott, m7R. C. V. S.
Orders Solicited.
Free Delivery.
surgeon and dentist
Veterinary
214 South Second Street.
Horses, cattle and dogs treated by
the latest, up to date, approved, scix
entific methods. Office at Trimbles'
stables.
Old phone, 3; auto., 122.
IV.
YD
CLAIRVOYANT.

Mrs.

x-x-x

A.

HA

CONTRACTOR

Alice Coburn
clairvoyant and business medium, 120
South Arno street. Office hours: 10
to 3 dally. Evenings and Sundays by
appointment.

BANK

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

Staple and Fancy
Groceries

Physician.
Whiting Block.

FIRST NATIONAL

's

Granite Flour.

x-x-x-

Are You Engaged?

WALES

N. M.

PHYSICIANS.

AND

FESTIVAL.
Novelty Is wliat we all want. Many
persons spend thousands of dollars
every year searching for something
new. Perhaps you're one of those who
desire newness. Take our word for
It, between September 26 and 29, you'll
find It near home.
You won't have to spend much money nor go very far to see it, either.
Go to the I.as Vegas fair and festival.
One and one-hal- f
cents per mile
each way is all It will cost. Just 14
from Albuquerque to Las Vegas and
return.
See the Santa Fe agent at once for

matter.

AZTEC FAIR IS TO OPEN

BANK INSTITUTIONS

REAL ESTATE DEALERS

4

AT THE LAS VEGAS

V)':;

authority for

R. Blake of

PEACH & CO.

1905.

DR. J. E. KRAFT,
Automatic phone 535. Office 208Vi
Dental Surgeon.
U
4- West Oold Ave.
!
Rooms 16 and 16 tlrant block, over
Ihe Golden Rule Dry (foods Companj
Both phones. Appointments made by
mall.
tdmund J. Aiger, D. D. S.
Mo. 810 Hailroail avenue
Omce hour
A,
:30 a. m. to K w p. nv; 1:30 p. m. to t
p. m. Telephone Vri. Appotntmenta made
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO
or mull.
All Kinds of Fresh and Salt Meats,
Steam Sausage Factory.
LAWYERS.
EMIS KLEINWORT,
Bernard 8. Rodey.
Masonic Building, North Third Street
Albuquerque
ATTORN h:
N. M.
Prompt attention given to all
to the prnfeanlon
buxlneaa pertnlnlriK
B. A. BLEY8TER
Will practice In Hi! court of the terri
INSURANCE, REAL ESTAT- Etory and before ths United (States lan-- t
omca.
NOTARY PUBLIC.
Room 5, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
Ira M. Bond.
ATTORN K Y - A T- - LA W, 82 K at reel. N
Automatic Telephone, 174.
MOTHERS, DO YOU KNOW W., Waahlnut'in,
Pe'.alona, lands,
patenta.
copyrights,
cavlata,
letter oat
the ninny
birth medicines,
enta, trade marks, clsirna.
most remedies for women in the treatm-i- and
l
Smoke the White Lily Cigar.
R. W. D. Bryan.
of ber delicate organs, contain tnore
g
oi
fr
ATTORNEY
Albuoueraue
,es" opium, morphine and strychnine.?
fa
afa
aa K
afa
JOE RICHARDS-CIG- ARS
N. M. Ofllce. Klrit .national Bank build
DO YOU Know thai in
ing.
cli ufrrists nre not permitted to
tell iiarcot-le113 12 W. Railroad Avenua.
WITH AMPLE MEANS
E. W. Dobaonl
without labeling them poisons?
LA W.
ATTOR NttY-AT- ("mm.
Offlea
AND UNSURPA8SED FACILITIES
Do You Know i hat
Well block, A tin n rque, N. U.
take Internally any medicine
PIONEER BAKERY
THE BANK OF COMMERCE
pain accompanying pregnancy. lor the
John H. 8tingle.
OF ALBUQUERQUE. H. M.
SIMON SMALLINQ, Proprietor.
ATTORN
Do You Know t'ifit Mother's Friend
Hulte 1, N. T.
(Successor to Balling Bros.)
ArmJJo building, Albuquerque. N. M.
la npplled externally onlv?
Do You Know that Mother' Friend
WEDDING CAKES A SPECIALTY EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORSEVER
ARCHITECTS.
Is a celebrated prescription, and
OJ JR CCOMODAT.ON AND
We desire patronage nnd we guar
that it
h. been in us? ever forty years, and that F. W. Spencer and V. O. Walling-ford- , antee first class baking.
CAPITAL, $150,000.00
each bottle of Cie gen aine bears the name
rooms
Albuquerque.
Barnett building, 207 S. First Street.
of The Hradticld Regulator Co. f
Albuquerque, N. M. Both 'phones.
Do you knovt that when you use thii
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
'cmedy during the period of gestation
CIVIL ENGINEERS.
-D
SOfOMAN Im DMA
v i.
UCI11a..
V.I1.1.
that vou will te free of pain and beat
W. 8. STRICKLER, V. P. and Cashier; W. J. Johnson.
Asst. Caahlar
.
D.
OILS,
PAINTS,.
F.
MACROLL1NG,
VARNISHES. AND
healthy, hearty and clever children?
vvm. Mcintosh
Luna
solomon
Civil engineering, surveying and
BRUSHES
Well, these things are worth knowlnp
C.
J.
BALDRIDGE
A. M. BLACKWELL
.
O. E. CROMWELL
6i3 South Third street.
They are facts. Of druggists at ft. on drafting.
a
Palmetto Roof Paint Stops all leaks.
Don't be persuaded to try a substitn'e
One gallon Devoe's Paint Covers
CONTRACTOR & BUILDER.
Ourhttle book "Motherhood" fre.
Three hundred square feet two coats. DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA & SANTA FE RAILWAY
tHS aiaOFIELD NEBULA TOR CO., AUaata.

SOMETHING NEW

x

MAN WHO IS OF A
FIN
PUBLIC

IN.

19,

AND

JOHN
OF

CARuS

DENTISTS.

As

S.

PRiNGE

PROFESSIONAL

TUESDAY, SEPT.

Officers and Directors.
JOSHUA S. RAYNOLDS
M. W. FLOURNOY
FRANK McKEE
R. A. FROST
H. F. RAYNOLDS

President
Vice President
Cashier
Assistant Cashier
Director

U. S. DEPOSITORY.

Authorized Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits
Depository for Atchison, Topeka

&

$500,000.00
$250,000.00

Santa Fe Railway Company

EN

AND BUILDER.

Hay-war-

FALL

412

Office and Factory
WEST COPPER, AVENUE.
Albuquerque, N. M. .

TERM.

Phones, Auto. 108; Colo., Black 265.
X
T
Albuquerque Business College Opsns
Monday, September 4, 1905.
Courses Bookkeeping and Penman&
ship, Shorthand, Typewrttlng,
English, Span If b and Mechanical Draw- FIRE INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE,
LOANS
ing.
DAY AND EVENING SESSION.
Automatic phone 451.
For particulars call or address
Room 10, N. T. Armijo Building.
G. S. RAMSAY, Pres.
R. O. STOLL, Secretary.
Library building, East Railroad ave- - CLARKVILLE PRODUCE CO
HAY, GRAIN AND FEED
Wholesale and Retail
ROSA FUTRELLE GIDEON,
HIDES. PELTS AND WOOL
Teacher of Piano.
J. B. MacMANUS, Mgr.
Commercial Club building, Albuquer- 602 South First Street Both Phones
que, after September 24.
ASSAYERS.

The State

-X-T-

RANKIN

National

Bank

OF ALBUQUERQUE

CO.

CAPITAL
DEPOSITS

$100,000.00

...$250,000.00

We have had a very satisfactory growth since the establishment
of our bank. If you are not one of our customers, we should like
an opportunity to show you our superior facilities.
O. N. MARRON, President.
J. B. HERNDON, Caahler.

0
A. McPHERSON, Vice President.
ROY McDONALD, Assistant Cashier.

D.

A. E. WALKER,
riRE

CORBET & COLLINS,
Civil and Mining Engineers.
United
States Deputy Mineral Surveyors.
ASSAYERS.
East side of Plaza, Santa Fe, N. M.
NOTICE.
The Albuquerque
Planing
mill
changed hands on September 1. W
H. Hull and A. J. Love, both well
known citizens of Albuquerque, represent tho new firm.

INSURANCE.

Secretary Mutual Building Association. Office at J. C Baldrldge s Lumber yard.

TOT I A GRADI

Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
Grain and Fuel.
Fine line of Imported Wines, Liquors
and Cigars. Place your orders for
this line with us.
cook
213
NORTH THIRD STREET.

Don't wait for an explosion
with gas the humane way.
It's folly to suffer from that horrl
This Is a picture r the youngest hie plague of the night. Itching piles.
"Mother was lucky" papa 'bought a
"OLD RELIABLE"
ESTABLISHED 1878
prince of the house of Wales, Piince Bonn's Ointment
cures quickly and gas range.
John, anil his mother, the Princess of permanently.
SHORTHAND
TYPEWRITING
and
At any drug store, 50 GO TO THE ALBUQUERQUE
m
h
PLAN- Wales.
The young one was born on cents.
S. S. PEARLSTINE
M
M
July 12th. His full Christian name is
ING MILL
H
When you want any mill work done. H
2122 South Second street
John Charles Francis.
Attacked by a Mob.
M
and beaten. In a labor riot, until cov- We don't keep you watting. We get H BusinessAuto Phone, 328.
Strictly Confidential.
POINTED PARAGRAPHS.
ered with sores, a Chicago street car out your work promptly. Our motto:
conductor applied Bucklen's Arnica "No work, no pay we all work."
One of the most serious results of
and was soon sound and well. OODCOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOC
peace is that the War correspondents Salve,
"I use It In my family," writes O. J.
Tha FuiShr Undertaking Company
QUITS BARSTOW FOR
will come home and be mustered out. Welch, of Tekonsha, Mich., "and find
Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
Minneapolis Journal.
great
perfect."
cuts
Simply
It
and
for
Successors to Edwards & Fuehr
In the Southwest.
DEATH VALLEY MINE
Even in the Foraker presidential burns. Only 25 cents at all druggists.
boom Colonel Watterson sees no hope
307 West Railroad JUenve.
a bedeviled an'0,t'1"-yat'democDay or Night
Beth 'Phones.
WALTER SCOTT, WITH MULE for
MERCHANT TAILORING
AND
racy. Milwaukeo Sentinel.
TRAIN OF SUPPLIES AND SEV
Russia's new legislative body is reUPSTAIRS, OVER NO. 209 WEST
EH AL GUARDS,
DEFIES ANY ferred to be the czar as a
ALBUQUERUE, N. M.
RAILROAD AVENUE
REDUCED PRICES
RAILROAD
AVENUE, O. BAM
douma. Oh. but he must
ONE TO FOLLOW HIM.
On Dental Work.
Plates, J8.00;
BINI, PROPRIETOR.
he mal! Chicago Record-Herald- .
You are Invited to the Cash BuyCrowns, $G.O0; Fillings, $1.00
After a busy period covering many
Wall street complains that it is not
their Immense Gold
My merchant tailoring shop Is up- ers' union to attend
up. Teeth extracted without pain,
weeks of parking and filling Waller prosperous; when Wall stieet iH prossale
Clothing,
of
UnderHats,
Shoes,
20!)
aveover
No.
Railroad
West
5dc. All guaranteed.
Scott of Death Valley, is once more perous it is the rest of the country stairs
nue, where I solicit the patronage of wear, Blankets, Comforts, Outing
on the desert en route to his famous that complains. Houston Chronicle.
Flannels, Crockery, Enamelwaie, Tinguaranteed
public.
All
work
the
We are now prepared to figure on cement walks. We use first class
mine, says a dispatch 'from Itarstow,
Wittti is an amateur diplomatist in
ware, Cutlery, Glassware and GrocerI have had fifteen years' exas
material and employ competent workmen, which Justifies us in givted September 111.
the same
thai these foot ball
during fair
Suits made ies. Special bargains
you a positive guarantee.
Our prices will compare favoiably
ing
It speaks well for the cowboy Croe- siais muggicii in on the college teams perience In the business.
week. Cash Buyers' Union Store, 22
responsible competition.
with
sus that after all the talk that has are amateurs. New York Commer to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed and North Second street. Win.
Dolde prorepaired. The specific I use will not
been circulated about this mine, the ciil.
Ladles' garments prietor.
public la as much in the dark as ever.
King Kdward may be the first ireii injure the cloth.
AUTOMATIC PHONE 711.
Sc(tty is an extemporaneous talker
B. F. COPP, D. D. S.
tlemau ot Kuropc, but another gentle also cleaned and walking skirts made
up to a certain jioiiit. Just when he man is crowding him hard for tin to order. Give me a trial.
Room 17, N. T. Armijo Building.
O.
BAMBINI.
u
seems to l.o about to give up some
ol' first citizen of tho world.
XXXXXXXDCXXX)OCOOCOOCOCOO
really lnte;esting information regardChicago Tribune.
Can You Eat?
ing the source of his wealth, Scotty
Sec. Taft has been formally named
J. B. Taylor, a prominent merchant XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXZXIXXXXX
corks up, and from that time on a for the presidency, in the Philippine of ("linesman, Texas, says; "I could
lam would be a garrulous and
Islands. This is not imperialism hut not eat
of a weak stomach. I
bird beside the man who rode autonomy. St. I.ouis (ilobe-- n mucrat. lo-- t all because
strength and ran down In
$25 California $25
the Coyote gpccinl.
If we hadn't thrown our hat up in weight. All that money could do was
John W. Abbott, Prop.
But he has departed from Barstow the air and lost it in the first salvo done, but all hope of recovery vanaSVMaaaaWaaaaaaSaa"sa
en route for the desert, and with him of applause we would grariini-.lSecond
Colonist
Rates
Class
lift ished.
Hearing of some wonderful
H
Only thm Best
went four strong men with
it now to Theodoie Roosevelt. New cures effected by Kodol Dyspepsia
After the show, or after cards; in fact, after any entertainment,
guns.
York Commercial.
I concluded to try It.
B;
first
Cur.,
The
a host can smile and say: "Iet's have a little lunch." boullion,
It was pointed out to Scotty that
Sent, 15 to Oct. 31
Meats,
Butter
Eggs
Admission of products from the bottle benefitted me, ami affer taking
and
rarebit, chocolate or any of those delicious dainties that can be
H
various sure-thinsharks were pre- Philippines duly free will give some four bottles, I am restored to my usM
prepared on a gas range, without changing your gown. You
paring to follow 'him at a safe dis of the stand-pattera pain in the ual strength, wealth and health." Ko109 North Second St.
can do this if you have a gas range.
tance and trail him to the finish.
1
neighborhood of their plethoric pock-e-- dol Dyspepsia Cure diiresta what you
SiopoMrs allowed in Call"Is that so?" asked Scotty. interest-fNews.
eat and cures. So it by all druggists.
fornia. For particulars, call M
at on
Gas Man,
See
"How tinny title s do
Gold Ave.
)
For a 'tiati who is supposed to reon any agent.
you suppose I have made this trip? gal d war as the only excuse for liv- VV. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
h
Dr. Otto c,. Hebber left on a business
now many times have in.-- tried to foi-- in Fineprur William Is able to write trip for Gallup. During his absence,
H. S. LUTZ,
LIVERY, SALE FEED AND TRANS.1. .1. HYRNE,
low me? How many of tliem
Agent. H
Dr. W. E. Bauer will be In charge of
liave a ia' her fervid peace message.
FER STAltl.ES
M
Figure the dope, son;
G.
P.
succeeded?
Angeles,
Cal.
his
office.
Ixis
A.,
If
raid.
Record
Horses and Mules bought and exfigure the dope.
n
reckon this outfit
changed.
I've got Is at leas! hs good as 1 to In
Always Successful.
Robf. Fitsiimiions, who has been
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE CITY
against these pikers a.ound here. j'A the way up the line, says
ixxxxxxrxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
indigestion
a
When
it's
becomes chronic
Second street, between Railroad and
s
I'lke my park train! Ain't site sure mistake fur a top noli her to get gay. it is dangerous. Kodol Dyspepsia Cure
Copper avenues.
Of the giKjds?
TRY OUR
Nothing but tho best "W'e'ie fickle," he avi is. ami adds will cure indigestion, and all trouble
SANTA FE, N. M.
t li ;it al out the lime the man at the
6"t's: i.ump mk m mu;es over:
resulting therefrom, thus preventing FRESH MMATS AND SAUSAGES JEMEZ HOT SPRINGS STAGE LINE
A Specially Fine Line
erjr one of
them fine and fit as a fid-l too
tleks l.i.i l.i ad above the roof catarrh of the stomach.
Dr. New-I- ,
.I
.
A r.
.
uay
uio,
oiiu iuvy
tan iiump mong u.i
s.me one swats him in the eye with a rough, of l.ritL'iie, ' 'a says: "To
MARKET
and all night, too, if nee, ssary. All seam ing and win ii he lands on the those suffering from indigestion or
UNION
Carries the United States mall; only
THE FORTY'SEYENTII YEAR BEGINS SEPT. 4, '05
"ay mat. it any or those pavein. t the public comes alon and sour stomach I would say that there
lino w ith a change of stock enroute;
Kn
-- Both Phones.
uuma ii y hi hjiiow m ineyu Bureiy uses him for a carpel. Kiep
drivers;
rigs,
leavei
tood
207
horses
and
W.
Gold
Avouut
Dysi
the size is no better remedy than Kodol
Alblcjuerque every Tuesday and Sat.uuw me vb uifi wavciing tome oi your bat down is he Cm nlshman's pepsia Cure. I have prescribed It for
before I'm done with 'em. The deg-- i advice
See the window display of the Rio urday at & a. m. For particulars, ada number of patients with good sucPRESIDENT
ert! Man, I know every fixit of It!
Mills at the Globe dress w. L. Trimble & Co., agents, S BRO. BOTULPH,
cess." Kodol Dyspepsia Cnro digests Grande Woolen
I've been over it too often. If tnase
r ao "kouioua." at the what you cat nnd makes the stomach store, then ask for those $3,110 wa,k-ln- Albuquerque, or J. B. BIX)CK, proprietor, Perea, New Mexico.
use.
fellows try to tack onto this caravan
eklrts
sweet. Soid by all druggists.
215-21-

L. B.
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RUTNEY

WHOLESALE GROCER
Flour, Grain and Provisions

FREIGHT WAGONS
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Laughlin Hydraulic Stone Company
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There will be some Big Real Estate Sales made between now and Spring
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Albuquerque Always Booms in the Winter
PRICES ARE NOW THE LOWEST
wage
big money. 150 beautiful 50 foot
chance for
- earners,j toi make
i.
i
i i
l.
ouay, price only $iuu,
ebiutjnut; l- uls ccitit;i n muuiliuh, nigiuanus.
$150, $200 per lot.
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DOUBLE YOUR WAGES BY BUYING
A LOT NOW.
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SURETY INVESTMENT COMPANY
W. H.

Solomon Luna,

Greer, Pres.

M, W.
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Wide Open Doots

K
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Because the largest and best facilities iti
the country enable the manufacturers to
ivoid variation in materials and in the pro-;eof manufacture.
ss

25 Ounces for 25 Gents
SAVt: THF5 (COUPONS.

Failroad Topics

h

it, while Mr. Murphy applied the air
brakes. In a minute the train came

There are nearly 200 names on ths road will be in active operation.
Large numbers of settlers and home-seek- s
pay roll at the Las Vegas shops.
are coming to that section of
Fireman Jack Heath, "Passenger the territory and many of them are
Jack." of Las Vegas, has "fodowed- making it their permanent home.
suit," laying off Just because his en- j New Mexican. m m
gine driver did. m w
m
The building of a new office strucConductors Roy Carmien and Wm. ture on the railway esplanade. 6ays
Blackshear. off the north end, did the Optic, will add a good deal to the
duty on the south end yesterday, ow- appearance of the handsome group
ing to a shortage of crews between which already occupies the beautiful
Las Vegas and Albuquerque.
grounds.
It is gratifying that the
work is about to commence. Also the
Owing to a shortage of men, prob- enlargement
of the hotel will be of
ably for the reason that Friday was advantage to Las Vegas.
pay day, Rrakenian Eaton was drafted to do duty as switchman in the SOME THINGS ABOUT SAN
Las Vegas yards that night.
JUAN'S NEW ROAD.
Two broad gauge coaches, one a
The general storekeeper of the
gauge
Santa Fe road, N. M. Rice, is In the combination, arrived bn narrow
be strung
city from his headquarters at Topeka. trucks last night, and will
They
Mr. Rice was formerly located here, out on the big road today.
will haul 150 people comfortably and
in this city.
and has many friends
. .
the balance of the bunch going to
Fireman Ixmtzenheiser succeeds to Aztec can sit in chalk mark circles on
the 1205, the passenger engine manip- box cars and take their parasols
ulated by Engineer Jack Lowe, and along. The new cars are very pretty ,
from which Fireman Tiberghien was and will look quite new to Durango-Iteswho have been used to the little
plunged into eternity Thursday evenMore coaches will soon be put
ing.
cars.
m
m
w
on and the service will be the best
reThe 921. which has been under
Durango Herald.
in the southwest.
pairs in the Albuquerque shops for
several days, was puffed up to Las ANOTHER SANTA FE ROAD
will be handled by
Vegas, Friday,-anHAS BEEN CHARTERED.
Kngineer Dennlson, her former mas- of the Gulf & Santa Ee
The
charter
er, with an Iron hand.
Northeaster Railway, with headquarfiled with
The air brake instruction car Is in ters at Amariilo, has ofbeen
state at AusLas Vegas from Raton, in charge of the Texas secretary
open the greater
E. M. Ixwis, and will probably remain tin. This road will
Panhandle
unsettled
of
portion
the
indealing
out
there for several days,
Texas to the homeseekers.
formation in chunks to such as desire section of will
run from Brownwood In
The road
their occupation.
it. or need it inmm
a northwesterly direction through the
William Penn Clarke, in the ser- counties of Brown, Coleman, Callavice of the Kansas City, Mexico & han, Taylor, Jones, Fisher, Stonewall,
Orient railway, down in Mexico, is Kent, Dickens, Crosby, Floyd, Hale,
here o spend a few days attending Lamar, Hadley, and Palor, to the
&
the Fair. Mr. Clarke was formerly point Intersected by the Pecos 35"
the industrial agent of the Santa Fe Northern railroad, a distance of
miles, and from Canvon in Randall
Central.
county, to the counties of Solsher,
Arkansas
formerly
of
Ed. Ripley,
Hale and Lubberlck, a distance of.
trainmaster
appointed
City, has been
1:15 miles.
The capital stock is
of
the
division
on the Rio Crande
The directors are J. E. Hurley,
y
rapid,
advancing
Santa Fe. He is
of Topeka: Avery Turner. Don A.
being made trainmaster from station Sweet. John O. Paul. A .('. Conrad, S.
City
be
Arkansas
in
inspector. When
P. Madden of Amariilo, and E. P. RipTice's stenog- ley of Chicago.
was Superintendent
rapher.
The railroad is to be a part of the
received Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe system.
Assurances have been
from all three railroads having their
termini at Santa Fe that as soon as LUCKY ESCAPE FROM
the Scenic Highway is completed to
SERIOUS INJURY
the Pecos and the road up the Santa
Fe Canvon is properly repaired, that
the scenic HiL'hwav will be featured SPECIAL CAR OCCUPIED BY GOVERNOR OTERO AND FRANK M.
in their advertising literature.
LEFT
AND PARTY
MURPHY
Tiberghien.
the
THE TRACK.
Th. body of .1. C.
engine
fireman who fell from bis
Frank M. Murphy, of Present t, presRihera station,
while approaching
instantly ident of the Santa Fe, Present! &
Thursd nv evening, and was Trinidad,
Phoenix Railway, passed south on the
killed . i...n t'lLeh lilt to
accom- - Santa Fe railway Saturday evening
KVirtnv
uu iiii-Colo
liir i.,.
panied by the Immediate members or on No. 7. He was in his private car
the family and Fireman Carlton of the and was accompanied by a party of
friends, among whom was .Mrs. Jos
hrotherhood.
H. Kibbey, wife of the governor of
Th. tracks of the enver & Rio Arizona. At I.as Vegas the party was
Crande railroad have reached Aztec met by Governor Olero and Superin
and trains are now running between tendent H. O. Hursuni, who accoin
The
Iniraneo and the county seat of San panied Mr. Murphy to Lamy.
.luan county. The tracks will be com- members had a very narrow escape
1st
probaMy
October
from serious injury, and
pleted to Farmlngton by
worst-- , on the trip from Glorieta to
and then the San Juan county divisrail1.4 my.
&
Rio Crande
ion of the Denver
Speaking about the accident, tl
New Mexican savs:
I IIIIJIJ.L11W
"About a mi e
south of Glorieta, the car in which
they were lumped the track, and
Four Spoonfuls of
for several hundred yards ran upon
the ties and upon the ground, and for
a few feet on "air," a; a spot when
Grape-Nutthe road bed Is narrow and on the
side of Apache Canyon. Fortunately
the impetus of the car, wh'ch was
at breakfast will add
gnat at that point it being steep.
down hill kept the car In motion
splendid tone to the
Had the coupling broken the car ami
all
its occupants
would
have been
Mental Machinery
thrown into the canvon. which, at
day.
that point, is about leu f,et deep. As
as the shock of the car's leaving
There's a Reason, h soon
the track was felt. Governor Otero
jumped for the bell rope, aud pulled
anffiirwrri fin iriw
$42.",.-nim-

.

s

-

to a standstill, and the car, fortunately, did not lose its balance, but remained upright, although off tho
track. It was uncoupled and the
party proceeded to Lamy with the
main train.
"It took several hours' work to put
the car back on the track and haul it
to Umy. The experience was a thrilling one and will not soon be forgotten by those who participated In
it. Mr. Murphy and party then proceeded west and Governor Otero and
Mr. Hursum returned to Santa Fe.
"Mr. Murphy and guests were on
their return trip from a visit to New
York City, Washington
and other
eastern points, and all will not soon
forget the good luck which accompanied them, and the presence of
mind of Governor Otero and Mr. Murphy in what might have proved an
awful catastrophe.
m
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West Copper.
WANTED rhree painters, ulgheBt
wages. C. A. Hudson.
WANTED Roomers and uoarders.
417 West Silver avenue.
WANTED First and secoud house
girl. Inquire at this office.
WANTED Girl for general housework. Apply to 810 Park avenue.
WANTED A good cook. Mrs. E. L.
Washburn, 710 East Railroad ave.
WANTED
Experienced dining room
girl; no other need apply. Columbus hotel.
WANTED At once, a competent girl
for general housework. Apply 523
Keleher avenue,
WANTED
First class girl for gen-erhousework. Apply 617 West
Copper.
Mrs. Robert Putney.
WANTED
Position as expert bookkeeper or office man. Address,
McKay,
Fiank
Los Lunas, N. M.
WANTED
Three furnished or unfurnished rooms by couple; no children; must be modern. 410 South
Fifth street.
A
WANTED
molding man, wood
turner and sash and door man. Superior Planing Mill company,,
South First street.
WANTED
Gentleman with good
to travel. Call for Whistler,
H. B. Weiller & Co.'s store.
WAITED
Uentieuieu u swsond-uauclothing. No. 516 South First street,
south of viaduct. Send address and
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor.
WANTED
Women and girls to make
paper flowers; will be taught and
paid for work. Apply at once. Mrs.
Doran, corner of Sixth street and
Railroad avenue.
OWNER NEEDS MONEY $500 will
buy $1,000 equity in a nine room
frame house, in the Highlands, lot
100x142, east front; shade and fruit
trees, barn and chicken house. Best
street in town; incumbrance $3,000.
Address P. O. B. 114, city.
WANTED Any person having newspapers or magazines, which they
care to give for the use of the In
dian school children, may leave ths
same at Ruppe's ding store, and
their kindness will be greatly ap-- !
predated. Wm. J. Oliver, Assist
ant Superintendent.
MALE HELP WANTED.
WANTED Agents for complete
war book; good salary, sample free. Address Globe
Co., 723 Chestnut St., Philadelphia.
513

UNIFORMLY GOOD
Successor to Futrelle Furniture Co., Corner Coal Ave. and 2d St.
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THE GOULD PEOPLE GOT
AWAY WITH HARRIMAN.
The Goulds have just secured a
triumph over Harrlman in New Mex
ico by the completion to Aztec of
what is known as the
railroad, a line connecting the
Denver & Rio Grande with the Texas
& Pacific.
The Harrlman interests
did everything In their power to biock
the building of this road, says the
Denver Times.
However, a big bond furnished by
the Rio Grande prevented them from
securing an Injunction, and the only
recourse left to Harrlman now is to
sue for damages
The road will be
finished completely and trains run
ning by October 15, now that Harrl
man Is powerless to interfere.
Durango-Farm-Ingto-

n

One of nature's remedies; cannot
harm the weakest constitution; never
fails to cure summer complaints of
young or old. Dr. Fowler's Extract
of Wild Strawberry.

FOR RENT.

TICKETS.
Cut Rates.
For reduced rate to and from all
points go to Paulsen's
Association
office.
Railroad
Ticket
Railroad
tickets bought, sold and exchanged.
RAILROAD

See the window display of the Rio
Grande Woolen Mills at the Globe
store, then ask for those $3.50 walking skirts.
Have your floats built and sign work
done by Stacy & Co., the only union
sign writers in town. Quler's old
stand. Auto phone, 454; Colorado
phone, 52.

FOR RENT
steam heat and tlectiic light. No.
til 5 Fruit avenue.
FOR RENT Two furnished rooms
for light housekeeping. Inquire at
300 North Broadway.
FOR RENT Nice room, everything
new and pleasant. 41 j North Second street.
rooms by tho
tiislu
FOR KENT--I'wcelc or month at CJ4 West Tijeras
avenue.
t'Oli RENT Two lai'g" store rooms,
centrally located. Inquire 312 West
Lead avenue.
Foil RENT Two sunny furnished
trout rooms, for 'housekeeping. 4nti
North Artio street.
FOR RENT A suite uf three rooins,
very desireable for party of young
men. 713 West Copper.
FOR RENT Most desltault roomd
In city, single or ensuite, with table
hoard. 713 West Copper.
FOR RENT Two elegant rooms, suitable for man and wife. 415 North
Second street. Hoard if preferred.
in Park
KOIt RENT Apartments
eli;ht rooms each;
View terrace,
H.
modern equipment throughout.
H. Tilton, room 19, Grant block.
Full RENT Two IHcTiy furnished
f out rooms for gentlemen; also
three rooms furnished for light
housekeeping.
Mrs. Williams, 311
West Silver avenue.
FOR RENT Two lare store rooms,
ware house and twelve living rootus.
Everything new and modern. Mrs.
Hrault, corner of Itroadway ami
Martu tte avenue
five nicely
tun lii.M'-rm- uirooms on.- light
house'or
furnished
keeping; also ranch of ten or thirty
house, furacres, with four-roonished or unfurnished. Apply Mrs.
E. K Nonis, 524 John street.
FOR lHc.VJ' Seven" lurge furnished
rooms with bath upstairs, dining
room .kitchen, bedroom downstairs;
two story brick building two blocks
from Santa Fe shops; good hotel to
right parties.
Inquire R23 South
First street.
HiR ULNT Two pleasant rooms for
light houst keeping, with electric
lignts. Inquire of Mrs. H. E. Rutherford, corner Broadway & Iron,
same block Congregational church.
m

WANTED.
Large grain sacks, good price.
Wagon will call for them. E. W. Fee,
620 South Second street.
SUBSCRIPTION AGENTS WANTED.
There Is a splendid offer made to
agents by the Four Track News, one
of the most ixipular magazines In the
country and tine of tho very best sel
anents are wanted
lets. Subscript-ioeverywhere and largo profits are as
you to write to
pay
It
will
sureil.
George H. Daniels, publisher, 7 East
street, New York, for
full particulars.
Forty-secon-

Interesting to Students.
The schools and colleges will soon
open for tbe fall term and there will
be many self reliant young men and
women who will be looking for a
good way to earn their expenses. The
Four-TracNews, the great illustrated monthly magazine of travel and
education, appeals to Intelligent readers and students who will fine) It easy
to secure subscriptions for it. The
terms to persons soliciting subscriptions are extreme'. y liberal and offer
a very generous margin of profit. It
will pay any one Interested to write
to the publisher, Oeoree II. Daniels,
7, East 4ind street. New York, for
full particulars.
There are other WRITING IN SIGHT
TYPEWRITERS.
But the L. C. SMITH BROS, by FAR
excels them all. Then it hns a TABULA TOR and MIMEOGRAPH

9

attach-

ment, without extra charge.
N. W. Alger,
solicited.
general agent, 124 South Walter St.

e
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Pilsner Boor
la what we are do4ng with vary
one who teats Ita delicious flavor and strengthening qualities.
Thers Is no warm weather beverage that can oempars with
this refreshing drink sn a worm
day.. It Is not only plsassnt to
taste, but Is Invigorating and
wholesoms. $3 per case of two
dozen quart; $2 per case of
two dozen pints.

Southwestern Brewery
Auto. Phone 292.

0

South Second Street
Best for Children.
Mothers, bo careful of the health of
your children. Look out for coughs,
colds, croup and whooping cough. Stop
them in time One Minute Cough
Cure Is the best remedy. Harmless
Contains no opiateB.
and pleasant.
Sold by a:i druggists.
110

Preserve your lawn. Kill tbe worms
with Hahn's Eureka lime.

KILLthc

A. BORDERS,

4.

Black or White Hearse, $5.00.

Dr. King's
0NSUMPTI0N
OLDS

q
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UNDERWOOD
VISIBLE TYPEWRITERS

'

--

r.

The best machine In tbe
world. This Is no experiment, but has been tested and tried, and has
200,000 In use.
If yoa
Interested In typewriters call or address

SSassss

S, RAMSEY

GEO.

401 W. R. R. ATO.
General Agent for
New Mexico

I

The St. Elmo

F,BBSl

wh,sW3

I

Win8s,Brandl6s,Elc,

JOSEPH BARNETT, Prop.
SAMPLE AND
CLUB ROOMS

120 West Rallfoai Arentte

I. C. BALDRIDGE
NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER
PAINT
Covers more, looks best, wears
longest, most economical, full
measure.

SHERMAN-WILLIAM-

S

BUILDINQ PAPER
Always
stock.
Plaster, Lime, Cement,
Paint, Glass, Sash Doors, etc.
ALBUQUERQUE. N.

FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE.

M.

HOLLENUECK MOTEL
JNO. S. MITCHELL,
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA.
CENTRAL LOCATION.
EXCELLENT ACCOMMODATIONS.

A. C. R1LICKE.

REASONABLE PRICES.
SPLENDID RESTAURANT.
SATISFACTION G U A RANTEED.
New Mexicans and Arizonlans spending tho summer on the beaches
are welcome to the use of our Ladies' parlors and Gentlemen's waiting
rooms. Meet your friends there. Information and writing materials
fiee. Ladies and children welsomo.
All Depot cars stop at the Hrtllenbeck.
Electric excursion and
beach cars pass the door.
HEADQUARTERS FOR NEW MEXICANS AND ARIZONIANS.

I
it
0
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Fn un dry and

Machine Works

ff P. MALL, Proprietor
Iron and Itra-sCastings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaftings,
Pulleys, tirade liars, Rabbit Metal; Columns and Lon Fronts for
lluildiugs.
nopmlr on Mining and Mill Machinery a Specialty
Foundry east side of railroad track.
Albuquerque, N. M.

0
0
0

0

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.

couch

C OUGHSsnd

phone, No. 2S9.

Commercial Club Building.
CITY UNDERTAKER,

SCREEN DOORS
Third and Marquette

Both Phones

ZIEGER CAFE

New Discovery
FOR

Auto

G'nral Building Supplies

CURE the LUNC8

WITH

Residence

Colo. Phone 93

funrt Director and Embilmer

q

first-clas-

MENT AGENCY
Phone 195 Red Upstairs

Ice Company

&

ASK FOR DIAMOND ICE.

Auto phone, 316. Bell phono, llo.

Loan

Co

on Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses,
Wagons and other Chattels; also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as $10.00 and aa high
as $200.00. Loans are quickly made
One
Time:
and strictly private.
month to one year given. Goods remain In your possession. Our rates
are reasonable. Call and see us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.,
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
Rooms 3 and 4. Grant Bldg.
315 West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evenings.
WANTED.
Fair week is coming. We want all
kinds of help positions paying good
salary.
Two waiters, 2 good cooks, 1 worn-a- n
for general housework, 2 chambermaids, 3 men to take care of horses,
logmen, teamsters, swampers, laborers, etc., for camp work; first-clas- s
blacksmith, brldgemen, bridge cars
penters, bridge helpers. 1
planer, 1 good yard '"an for ium"er
man o take ar
camp. Firsi-c'as- s
of stock in dry goods store; boy to
run errands and learn dry goods business. Better positions on record now
than ever offered before.
We are agents for Camp Birnie resort. Call for information.
EMPLOYTHE SOUTHWESTERN

and

J

.WITH OUR

FOR SALE.
Vo it "S aEEPT'w o " sad d le ponies; also
one buggy horse and buggy. 502
South Second street.
Ult SALE, nesting stove, gasoline
stove, refrigerator, book case ana
sideboard. Inquire 709 West Gold
avenue.
FOR SALE OR RENT Ranch of 160
acres;
mhouse, alfalfa, orchard, all lnlgable; will sell all or
part. Box 46, city.
FOR SALE A flue piano, reaajuab le;
apply at this office.
FOR SALE Household goods, stoves,
dressers, tables, lounges, chairs, etc.
212 South Amo street.
FOR SALE Spring wagon, used two
months; will sell cheap. A. B.,
Journal office.
FOR"
SALE Engine. Owing to
our power plant we offer for
power,
sale one 8x12,
Buckeye automatic cutoff engine, for $250. Can be seen in
operation at our mill. It is an excellent machine. The John Becker
company, Belen, N. M.
LOST.
LOST Gold watch, with monogram,
II. S. H., and five Jewels on oppo-sld- e
of case; also fob with compass
at end. Finder please return to 313
South Arno street and receive reward.
LOST A tan rain coat Sunday evening. Return to Ida B. Summers and
receive reward.
ring;
1X1ST
A plain band
return to this office and receive reward.
A
LOST, STRAYED OR STOLEN
strawberry roan mare, white face,
four white feet, mane clipped short,
long tail; $20 reward and no ques- , tions
asked, If returned to J. W.
McQunde. 234 North Walter street.
8TOLEN.
STOLEN -- "liree" office chairs from
office of Grand Central Hotel. O.
Dinsdale, proprietor. Reward offered
lef.
for arrest and conviction of

Money

gg

Making a Hit

Cent Per Word for Each Insertions

WANTED.

IS

EMMONS

sU

Sellers, Mgr.

Ta Isssre proper classlflcstiss ids lor this cslaaia matt be la the office before i 'clock
p. a. Ads phoaed receive tbe tame carcfal atUatioa (hat If fhrea to ads broaftet to (lice.

WANTED

J. D.

LLl!'!il!iay

LLUP

D. K. D.
'

Evening Citizen Wants!

IBaking Powder

COME IN AND MAKE YOURSELF AT HOME. SPECIAL PRICES
TO VISITORS. ASK ABOUT THE FREIGHT WE PAY.

Flournoy, Sec.

QUICKEL

&

BOTHE,

0

Proprietors

Pries
SOc&SI.OO
Free Trial.

BAR AND

fand Uuickest Cure for all
THROAT and LUNO TROUBLES, or M0NE1 BACK.

barest

Cheapest disinfectant Is Hahn's
reka lime. Safe and effective.
Citizen ads bring results.

..

CL UO

ROOMS

FINE RESTAURANT IN CONNECTION. Finest Whiskies. Imported
and Domestic Wines and Cotrn ic. The coolest and highest grade of
lager served. Finest and best limio,ted and Domestic Cigars.

0
4

0

Eu-

Cit zen Want Ads Bring The Best Results

J
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The Citizen Publishing Company
I'uhiiHiirtl

Dally

unci

Weekly

Mayor Aiks That Report

PERSONAL ASPECT OF CONTROVERSY.
The Red Wver Prospector, published in Taos county,

recently grew wroth, and let it be known through its
widely extended circulation, because joint statehood

lit-

erature was being sent to Taos county. As this did not
cost the Prospector anything, the ground of his Indigna
tion that the literature had been sent, may seem difficult
of analysis to the uninformed.
No doubt the personal insinuations against the character of those who favor Joint statehood, in which the
Prospector and Its congeners bo fraely engage. Is aslly
attributable to the fact that In the absence of every
thing; like argument against jointure there Is nothing
left for the rank and file but to follow the leader through
the dubious depths of very coarse personal Insinuation
It may also be said, In passing, that In the matter of
right to their own opinion, in ability to form and express
that opinion, and in personal rectitude of character, the
members of the Joint Statehood League can suffer no
loss by comparison with any or all of the opponents of
such statethood.
It Is also doubtless true that the angry Indignation of
the Prospector over the sending of Joint statehood lltera-turto those who ought to know both sides of the ques
tion, has much the same origin as the declaration In the
Arizona convention that the bill for Jointure must be
killed in congress and thus be prevented from reaching
the people for action. There may be a feeling among
those who so bitterly oppose the presentation to the
people of arguments for Jointure, that those arguments
cannot be withstood by absurd Insinuations and worthless assertions.
But even this cannot account altogether for the
waspish inclination of the Prospector. There Is, apparently, some other cause for the zeal the postmaster displays. "Does Job serve God for naught?"
FINANCE

t

e,

garding liim

the summer sky;
gooil-bje- ,
goodbye,
Southward the thrushes fly:
Lilies lie low on the earth,
Whence they arose at birth,
In

(tood-hye-

Tho World's Work recently quoted, with approval,
from a correspondent, these words:
"Yes, all these wretched creatures must he punished
scoundrels In the senate and in Wall street, as well a
imlitical and social thugs; Inn why do we have policemen and prosecuting attorneys and grand juries and
courts but to do this work for society in an orderly way?
For the love of docency, have me and my family In
Ignorance of the details. I am m,y a quiet citizen,
earning a living for my family hy an honest occupation
and trying to rear tny children in a normal way. 1 do not
care for them to read half the magazines nor to hear
naif the sermons that are ottered on week days or on
Sundays. I pray you, punish the scoundrels that's what
I pay my taxes for; but let nie lead a quiet life, and hear
nd think of things that put living on a higher level and
do not pull It down."
There Is a great deal of truth in what this correspondent says. There cannot be doubt that much which
appears in current periodicals, from the dally to the
monthly, la unfit for reception into the family circle
In fact. Is as fully harmful to the young as is the nickel
novel of such unsavory repute. Wo may sny what we
please about the necessity of publicity to prevent crime.
Its efficiency is of doubtful certainty. That crime has
been reduced In frequency or enormity since the advent
of yellow Journalism, wlli scarcely be contended by any.
That, on the other hand, It has been materially increased,
is believed by many.
Two things are of such Indubitable certainty that
they may be. asserted ftth absolute confidence. One is
that prurient imagination grows by that which it feeds
upon. The demand for yellow journalism Is now almost
Irresistible, though that system of bill poster head lines,
extravagant assertions, sacrifice of truth to sensation,
and Incessant raking of every possible moral garbage
heap, was Introduced but a few years ago. hike tho
cotic or liquor habit, much of the Journalism of today
weakens the mind, corrupts the morals, and demands
repetitions of Itself In doses of Increasing strength and
frequency. Why make degenerates of our sons and
daughters by the deadly moral food they are permitted
daily to consume In their own homes from the purveyors
of an untrammeled press, and then send them to reformatories and houses of correction to recover from
their ruin?
The other fact is that evil thoughts must precede
evil deeds. Many of ns on this ground watch our children and keep them from the contamination of improper
company, while at the same time let them bathe their
moral nature in the sewage of every possible crime of
which tho press of today makes Itself Ihe distributing
system. Hut .then, it is easier to see the evil than to find
the remedy.

Good-byeGood-bye-

,

,

good-byegood-bye-

,

Next
SEVERAL

.

good-bye-

Here is the

way an exchange looks at the position of
Perkins of the New York Life Insurance
Company, who is also a partner of J. P. Morgan:
"December 31, 1903, the Insurance company had on
hand $4,000,000 worth of International Merchant Marine
stock too much of the kind. The officers of the company did not want to report the fact either to the state
commissioner of insurance or the policy holders. The report must be made as of December 31. What should be
done?
"Here is where Mr. Perkins played his dual role. As
Dr. Jekyl, on December 31. 1903, he sold the $S00.oOO
of the stock to his firm, Morgan &. Co. On the next
business day. January 2, 1904,, as Mr. Hyde, he sold the
$800,000 back to his insurance company. The insurance
company made up its annual report in the interval, showing that it had but $:t,2uo.OOO of the Merchant Marine
stock. That is to say, Mr. Perkins helped his insurance
company to deliberately lie as to Its assets In a report
solemnly attested to as correct In every particular.
"On the statute books of the state of New York Is a
law which provides a year's punishment and a fine of
$500 for falsifying the books of a corporation. Is there
any doubt about Mr. Perkins' action? He confessed it
on the witness stand last week, during the sessions of
the legislative investigating committee.
"Will Mr. Perkins be sent to Sing Sing for his violation of plain law? Nobody believes he will be. What
is one of the things that is the matter with this

THE AMERICAN

ROYAL LIVE STOCK

SHOW.

Kverything Indicates that the seventh annual American Royal Live Stock Show, to be held at the stock
yards. Kansas City, Mo., October
will be the greatest exhibit of pure bred cattle and draft ami coach horses
ever held In this country. The entries received so far
show an Increase in every department over last year.
There will be upwards of "on pure bred cattle of the
beef breeds and 2"o to IS'") draft and coach horses. There
whl also be around I'm car loads of t'.n and feeding
cattle. An especially attractive feature will be the display of draft horses In harness. Including srveral four
and six horse teams of pun-brgeldings. Attractive
programs have been arranged for Tuesday and Thursday
nights. Ix.w raws have been made on all railroads.
ed

John

1!ock(

is reported as saying he believes
that 1S97-- will see a grtat panic in this
ntry, resulting from over production In a lines, l'olhly this may
be the reason why John 1). has raised the price on oil
and gasoline. Anyway, be piediets that a vast army of
working nun will be thrown out of employment, and he
favors government inauguration of public road building
for the purpose of employing the unlmploel. This is
the first intimation, as far as known, that the oil king
wag aware that laborers exist In this country; an. I the
proposition of his is a distinct fctep toward socialism.
TV

ler

1

at

Meeting

thing in the World a Man Should think of buying is
Underwear. We sell no Underwear that we can not
We have many excellent lines, Fleeced Lined,
-- r
Merino Camel's Hair, Pure Soft Wool, Lambs
Wool,
Natural
etc.
,
at 50c, $ 1 .00, $2.00 up to $4.00 garment.
Underwear
etc.
Wool,
See the great line of Popular priced Underwear we are selling. It's
the best value in the land for the money. Ask to see what interests
you, and you'll soon discover that this is the Store for Men's Underwear and Men's Furnishings of all sorts.
Agent for Dr. Jaegers Sanitary Woolen Underwear Co.

THE last

OKUIANCES ARE PASSED

What has bee. into of that water expert that was to bo employed to
Gardens of growing green;
lmtike an examination of the plantand
Zephyrs begin to sigh,
pipe lines in this city of the Water
Hark to the plover's cry,
Supply company? This was the quesGood-bye- ,
good-bye- .
tion asked the members of the
Good-bye- ,
good-byegood-bye- ,
at tin- meeting last night by
Alderman llati'ey, who has been reIays full of deep delight;
peatedly asKeii by citizens here of
Good-bye- ,
good-bye- ,
good bye,
late
what tie council was going to do
moonlight,
night;
Moonlight and
regarding the water question, and If
Kerns in the leafy shade,
they had dc ided to drop the matter
Gold on the grassy glade.
altogether.
Good-bye- ,
good-bye- .
Mayor McKeo informed the council
that, the mailer was still in the hands
Good-bye- ,
good-bye- ,
good bye,
of the special water committee, which
Summer and sun ami song
was to attend to the matte of employGood-bye- ,
good-bye- ,
gowl-bye- ,
ing an expert who would make an examination of the water" works' plant
Hoses lain dead so long;
CLOTHING AND
preparatory to submitting some kind
Grasses grow gray by the wall,
an
OHtlma'e as to Its value in order
of
leaves are beginning to fall,
that the city might get a line on what
Good-bye- ,
good-bye- .
0
plant
the
was worth in case It should
municipal
decide on
ownership.
The mnyor stated that Alderman
K
was
Wllkerson, who
chairman of the
SOME STORIES WISE
rnmmlllpa Virt.l ntvmitand a rnnnrt Vv
the next meeting, and that by that
time he thought the members of the,
AND SOME OTHERWISE
committee would get together
and
agree on some sort of a plan. There
Is a man in the city, who Is said to be
This interesting list of Btanding offers of big prizes the very man the council wants, acIn order to quit business we are Belling out our entire t'oek cf aew and second hand furniture and houseoffered for achleveing certain results by governments cording to .Mayor McKee. He is Mr.
hold goods
of Mr. L.
and responsible individuals or corporations is not com L. II. Riffles, brother-in-laplete, as it does not include the offer of certain Califor- B. Putney. The committee will probmeet Mr. Riffles to see whartliat
nia wine interests of $25,000 to the person who shall ably
gentleman is willing to do. In the
(argols)
producing
soive the problem of
tartaric acid
meantime. Alderman Ilfeld, another
directly from the grape.
member of the committee, is in corAmong the many varieties of cactus there is one respondence with several experts rewhich is known as the prickly pear. The plant came or- siding In the east.
Call and See the Goods
Sale is Now On floods Must be Sold by Sept. 28lh
An ordinance was read specifying
iginally from America, but In Queensland is spread to
mo
or
rooting tnat should lie
Kind
such an extent that in some districts it has practically
destroyed all other vegetation. The Queensland govern- used within the fire limits. The or- idinance
provides
that many kinds of
ment is still offering a reward of $25,000 for a method by rooting can be used,
but the kinds
which it can be completely eradicated.
that are named in the ordinance are
CLECKLER BUILDING.
114 SOUTH FOURTH ST.
In order to encourage local industrial enterprise the strictly fire proof. In the same ormunicipality of Catania offers $10,000 to the individual dinance there is a clause which re-Hires that all new buildings shall
who establishes some new Industry in the town; this
trade is to be of such a nature that It will employ not heieafter contain a brick partition evfewer than 100 workmen; a further $5,000 wid lie paid ery fifty feet and that between the
ceiling
building the
Drayin'
for every additional fifty hands that are afterward em- space and roof of such
2
be divided off into comshall
ployed.
twenty-fivsquare,
partments
feet
TIN
FREIGH
Two thousand five hundred dollars is to be obtained sheet Iron to form such partitions.
CARRIAGES, BUGGIES and
from the government of Holland. As most people are The object of this is to protect the
HARSPRING WAGONS,
you'll
You
us
once,
have
aware, the Dutch are the most expert diamond cutters building in cose of a fire starting unNESS and SADDLES, at
again.
Prices
call
right;
roof,
keep
It
would
which
MONEY
SAVING PRICES.
from
in the world, but in this diamond cutting it is necessary der the
there ain't no gougln'.
Everybody welcome to look
to use an alloy which is dangerous to health. Is it possi-eb- l spreading further than one of the par1
1H A
It
retitions.
The
with
ordinance carries
through our three-floo- r
to find a method of doing without the aid of this al- a penalty
for its violation in the 'way
pository.
Ey the Albuquerque Transfer Men
loy?
of a fine of from $10 to $50, or from
One of the biggest prizes offered at the present time ten to thirty days In Jail.
J. KORBER & CO.,
is for no less a sum than $29,000. This is beting offered
Ordinance No. 2!)9,
Albuquerque, N. M.
OOCKXXXOOCOOOOOOOOOOOOOO
by the Russian Imperial ministry of finance, and the last the fire limits of the city, was placed
O!
Corner 1st St. & Copper Ave.
-- .
r. . i i ,
date for claiming it Is July 1 next. The subject of the upon its third reading and passed.
The real cleaner and dyer. Lacompetition, however, is of a technical nature, for what The proylsjons of the ordinance, which
dies' and gentlemen's
published 'before, increases
fine
the Russian minister wants Is a good and reliable sys- have been of
clothes a specialty. Portieres,
the old fire limits somethe radius
tem of denaturing alcohol.
lace curtains, etc. 509 Hen-drithing like two blocks In all direc
a well known American philanthro- tions.
avenue. Old 'phone, Red.
296-2- .
pist resident of New York, offers $1,000 to any married
An ordinance was presented last'
man who can convince a Jury of twelve matrons that night which forbids the depositing of OOOCOCOOOCOOOOOO
He says,
w
forsret
there is in that city a Bingle specimen of a perfectly rubbish of any kind in the Barelas
3M
acoquia.
clause
a
The
ordinance
has
happy married man. Mr. Wodbury's contention s that
was
always
kind of
bachelors and spinsters form the happiest section of the which makes Its violation a misdea fine
SO
LIGHT
AND
community; he urges nothing against marriage in gen- meanor, which Is punishable by thirty
Stove or Range
0. W. Strong's Sons
from $5 to $100. or five to
eral, and says that his arguments refer only to the con- of
days In Jail, and perhaps both fine
WELL
BAKED.
used makes a
ditions of life in New York. Mr. Kerr, who takes tho and imprisonment.
STRONG BLOCK.
side of the married man, and Mr. Woodbury himself will
An ordinance was introduced regardWell,
difference.
act as counsel, while a committee of single men will acl ing the granting of retail liquor licenses. The petition for the license
as judges.
is
His
used
s
Women can gain a prize of $1,000 which is being of- must be signed by at least
of the property owners residIn
ii,
fered hv thp Wntnnn'a Inutltlltn tt Sntmira af Vnnlnfl' H
Oak.
ing in the block, and the petition must
I
is to be dven for the hest work nn nnv siihlect nf mpIti'I- be accompanied by an affidavit of the
llbora-torfic research, but it must be based on independent.
Superintendents
Fairview
petitioner to the effect that all
and
experiments.
FURNITURE AND CROCKERY
are genuine. This orSanta Barbara Cemeteries.
dinance Is to prevent any petitions
MONUMENTS.
being presented with the signatures
Summer and shine and sheen;

Good-bye-

,

good-bye-

,

good-bye- ,

,

M. MANDELL

FINE

A

FURNISHINGS

Great Furniture Slaughter Sale

IRVAN

&

HAYGOOD
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BAIN AND OLD HICKORY WAGONS

WS5Vh

r- -i
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HIS MOTHER'S BREAD,

But don't
the

forged.

SOME REWARDS CARRYING

201-21-

s
Ordinance No. 31fi was read. It
inspector
that the building
shall see that owners of all buildings
shall make connections with the sewer. All who do not comply with the
ordinance after having been notified
to make such connection, shall be
fined from $10 to $r0, and each and
every day that such owned shall fall
to make connection as ordered, shall
constitute a separate offense.
An ordinance was passed which provides that no person shall be allowed
to make any excavations, cart away
dirt, etc., within the city limits, without first having secured a permit to
do so from the street commissioner.
A communication was read from President W. H. Greer of the fair association, in which Mr. Greer extended
an invitation to the mayor and niem-bei- s
of the city council to participate
in the big trades parade on Thursday. The council voted to take part
in the parade and will attend in a
pio-vide-

MONEY GENIUS MAY WIN
From London

Tit-B- it

young woman who has recently taken charge of
a kindergarten entered a trolley car the other day and
as she took her seat smiled pleasant at a gentleman sitting opposite. He raised his hat, but it was evident that
he did not know her.
Realizing her error, she said, in tones audible
throughout the entire car:
"Oh, please excuse me! I mistook you for the father
of two of my children!"
She left the car at the next corner. New York Sun.
Comprehensive Answer.
A loafer on the street, whose wife was probably at
home getting out ? neighbor's washing to make m ney
to buy the children shoes, asked a busy man the other
day if he ever saw a
woman.
"No, I never did," replied the man. "And I never
saw a woman waltzing aroung town in her shirt sleeves
with a cigar in her teeth and running into every saloon
she saw. Neither did I ever see a woman sitting all day
at the street on a dry goods Iujx telling people hew the
secretary of the treasury should run tho national finances. 1 never saw a woman go fishing with a bottle in
her pocket, sit on the bank all day and go homo drunk at
night. Nor have I ever saw a woman yank off her coat
and say she could lick any man in town, (iod bless 'em,
the women are not built that way. Kansas City Journal.
A

bald-heade-

a Charter

THE DUKE CITY

Jea

A petition was read from the electric light company, signed by a number of property owners, asking that
tlie arc lights be kept burning all
night. The petition was tabled.
There being no further business the
council then adjourned until the next
tegular meeting.

-

e

Spices and Baking Powdera.

BUTTKR and

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT
AGRICULTURE, OFFICE OF
THE SECRETARY, SEPTEMBER 11,
iyo5. Notice Is hereby given that the
secretary of agriculture, has, under
authority conferred hy law, Issued an
amendment, described as amendment
No. 1, to Rule 2, To prevent the spre ad
of scabies in cattle. This amendment
withdraws from quarantine the following area: Tho states of Washington
and Oregon; all that part of the state
of Kansas, lying east of the western
boundary lines of the counties of
Smith, Osborne, Russell, Barton, Stafford, Pratt and Barber; all that part
of tho state of Colorado lying west of
the summit of tho Medicine Bow range
of mountains in Larimer county; the
west line of Boulder, Gilpin, Jefferson,
'leller, Custer, Huerfano and Las Animas counties; and also that part of
Colorado lying west of the ninth guide
medidlan west in Fremont county;
the counties of Big Horn, Fremont,
Sweetwater and Uinta In the state of
Wyoming; all that part of the state
of Texas lying east of the Moth meridian of longitude west of Greenwich
parand north of tho twenty-nintallel of north latitude; the counties
of San Juan, Rio Arriba, Taos,
Bernalillo, Santa Fo and Otero
in the territory of New Mexico, and
all of tho territory of Oklahoma, except tho couties of Woodward and
Heaver.
The quarantine phued by
Rule 2 upon the above described
shall cease to be effective on
and after September 15. 1U03, on and
afir which date this amendment
shall become and be effective until
otherwise ordered.
Notice is also given that the secretary of agriculture ha-- Issued an
after which date this amendment No. 1. to the regulations of the secretarv of agriculture coverlne the in
ce: tilicalNm,
spection,
disinfection,
treat nu nt, handling and method and;
manner of delivery and shipment of:
Is the subject of
live stock, w hich
This amend-- ;
Interstate commerce.
ment modified ltefiilations 10. lit.
1, 22 and L'l.
Copies of the, amendment to Rule 2, and copies of tae,
amendment to tho retaliations may be,
obtained from tho chief of the bu
reau of animal industry, ' w hoso ad
dress Is WnshiiiKton. I). C V. M.
Hays, Acting Secretary of Agriculture.

STGGS

We handle our own biands
of Uutter and can guarantee the freshness and good
quality. All our highest
grade of goods bear our own
label and are guaranteed by
us.
Colo. Rhonm Black 79

We
Offer to supply you with anything In
our line, at prices that are fair and
square, and we are now making

ooooooooooooo

Special Prices

On the Following

$12 Refrigerators
$8.75 Blue Flame Oil Stoves
$8 China Tea Sets
40c China Salad Bowls

8.

T. VANN, O. O.

Eyesight Specialist.
$9
$6.75 President of New Mexico Board of
Optometry.
$6
First established optician In New
25c
Mexico.
Glasses fitted for poor Eight,
at 20

Decorated Haviland China,
headache and nervous strain.
per cent discount.
Oltice Room 'j, Whiting block. Ap75c Glass Berry Sets
25c
made at Vann's drug
35c Glass Water Pitchers
20c pointments
$1.75 Decorated Lamps
$1.25 store.
$4.50 Decorated Lamps
$3.25
$1 Steam Cereal Cookers
65c
M. DRAGOIE
50c Steam Egg Poachers
40c
$12.50 Buggy Harness
$10.50
Dealers in
GENERAL MERCHANDISE,
Groceriesr Cigars and Tobacco, and
all kinds of Fresh Meat.
3 (til North llroudwav, Corner
of Washington Avenue. Al.lil'QUlCRUE.N. M.

Albuquerque
Hardware
Company

Home Restaurant

American rooking; also all MexiFOURTH ST. AND RAILROAD AVE.
can dishes a specialty. Short orders.
Meals served at all hours. Old Town,
soul h of com t house.
P. LOMMORI & MATTEUCCI
NICK FRANCO.

..

mm mm

....

AMBULANCE

Dealers in

Groceries, Flour, Hay
Grain and the Best

of Meats

r

Moving

IMPORTED GOODS A SPECIALTY
fall at C.J4 West Tljeras Road.
Auto,

'phone, luif. Old 'phone,

270.

ESMERALDA
FOR WM. JENKS'
HIGH CLASS FRUIT, GREEN LABEL, GO TO A. J. MALOY AND JAFFA GROCERY CO.

the

Sii'k or
Day or

Injured.
t.

Prompt

S

O. W.

STRONG'S SONS

'

--

West Silver Ave.,

Complete Stock

Tea. CoTees, Extracts

ter-litor- y

'

and Coffee Co.

lis

A

OK

".--

?

mother

BORRADA1LE & CO.. U7 Cold Ave.
ooooooooooooo

N. Second St., Both Phones.

holds a responsible position with the
Albuquerque Gas, Electric Light 4c
Power company. During her residence here she made a host of friends,
and these will extend to the bereaved
husband their sincerest sympathy.
No funral services will be held In
this city, as tonight the remains wf!l
be taken to St. Iuls for burial, accompanied on their last journey by
the heartbroken husband.

body.

YOU ARE INVITED TO VISIT
THE RIO GRANDE WOOLEN MILLS
EVERY DAY THIS WEEK. EXCEPT-INEVERY PERSON
THURSDAY.
DOING SO WILL BE REPAID BY
Real Downnnhi wind'e.
BEING
TO TAKE AWAY
ABLE
Miss Mi .7 K'cl,rmu:d of tin PitMadclphll Society for WITH THEM
A PERFECTLY TAILDi vatiiliig 'li,-ltitly st;!,l:
ORED
RIO
SKIRT AT COST.
"As an Kngiish gentleman was waikini; down a quie; GRANDE WOOLEN MILLS CO.
a
he
street
raucous voice say:
heard
"Charity! Fur the love of Heaven, charity!"
ESTIMABLE YOUNG WOMAN
"The gentleman, a true philanthropist, turned and
PASSES AWAY IN DEATH
saw a thin and ragged figure at whose breast hung- a
'1
saving:
am blind.' The Kentleman took a coin
card
J. PORTER JONES GOES TO
from his pocket, and dropped it Into the blind beggar's MRS.
ANOTHER
SHORE, AFTER A
cup.
TWO MONTHS' STRUGGLE WITH
"Hut the coin was dropped from too ureal a height
TUBERCULOSIS.
and it hounded out again. It fell and rolled atom,' the
The announcement that Mrs. .1. Porpavement, the beggar in pursuit. Finally It lodged in
ter Joins is dead will come as a sad
the gutter, whence the blind man fished it out
surprise
in the estimable voung
"The (tent
said in a stern voice:
woman's friend in this city, who dur"Confound you, you are no more blind than I am.'
ing the u- -t two months of lier illness
"The beggar at these words looked ut the placard have hoped aaiusi hope that she
WOUld J!et WCll.
on hi breast, and nave a start of surprise.
Mrs. .lores went to St. Louis for a
"'Right you are, boss,1 he said. 'Hlanied if they
haven't put the wrong card on me. I'm deaf and dumb.' " couple of months during the summer.
to visit her mother. Mrs. Charles
Itoardmav.. but the trip did not aeree'
Ample.
Reason Was
with her and she returned to the city
Washington White, a well known colored man of in a ft w ,eeks, accompanied by her
Hosion, was once observed sitting in a street car rocking mother.
Since then she has failed
linisilf to and fro. A friend inquired if he wi re 111, and. rapidly, a'.ihou:li everything that lov-- j
receiving a negative reply, said: "Then why are you Int! bands and medical science eoiild
do was done to brini? her back to
weaving back and forth lile that?"
no avail, and
Washington White made no pause in bis regular os- health. L was all toaway
yesterday
she passed peacefully
cillations as he said: ''Calhoun, you know Jerome
evening shortly after 4 o'clock, ut St.
dollars,
Well, he Fold me a silver watch for five
Joseph's hospital.
and if I stops a movin' like dis yero de watch don't go no
'Hie deceased came to Albuquerque
mo'." Chicago News.
two years ago with her husband, who

there a knack
making
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Colo. Phone, 75.
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Automatic,
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delay a minute. Cholera Infantum, dysentery, diarrhoea come
suddenly. Only safe plan is to have
Dr. Fowler's Fxtract of Wil l Strawberry always on hand.
Subscribe for The Citizen and get
the new.
Don't

TUESDAY, 8EPT.

ALBUQUERQUE EVENING CITIZEN.

19, 1905.

THREE HUNDRED ANCIENTS

DIVISIONS OF THE

And Line of March Arranged

by Grand

Marshal

Borradaile.
PARADE

ON

MORNING

THUKSDAY

Follow in e are the composite fotma- tions ami line of march of the big pa
rade to he held on Thursday, September 21, at 10:30 a. m.:
Rendezvous.
First Division Form on West Marquette avenue, right resting on Second street.
Second Division Form on West Roma avenue, right resting on Second

street.

est r ruit
Second
on

Form on

Third Division
avenue, right resting

street.

(Continued from Page 1.)
ureot to Fourth street, was roped off,
to prevent any accidents during the
exhibition run of the fire department.
Half an hour before the time set for
the run, several thousand people
packed the sidewalks on either side
ol the street. At 8 o'clock the fire
alarm sounded, and the entire apparatus made a spectacular run down
the avenue. The big blacks led the
dash with the hose cart, followed by
the hook and ladder truck, and then
another hose cart. The run furnished
plenty of excitement and the Immense
throng cheered Its approval.
After the fire department had gt-teoff the street John Wetherlll and
his Navajo bucks furnished amusement In the way of some very fine
rough riding on their Navajo ponies.
It was after 10 o'clock when the performances were all over, and the
crowd gradually dwindled away until
by 11 o'clock the streets were almost
deserted.

SEVERAL INDICTMENTS

est
Fourth Division Form on
New York avenue, light resting on
Tomorrow Las Vegas Day.
Second street.
One
of the biggest days of the fair
Secon
North
Fifth Division Form
is scheduled for tomorrow. It being
crossing
ing
at
right
resit
ond street,
Day the Meadow City will
avenue and Second Las Vegas
York
f New
send a large excursion to the city to
street.
see the game between Albuquerque
Sixth Division Form on North Sec- and Las Vegas, which will be piayed
of
at
resting
Junction
ond street, right
In the morning
In the afternoon.
Slate avenue and Second street.
lifton and El Paso will battle for
the supremacy of the diamond. To
Line of March.
morrow's program Is as follows:
on
south
formation,
From place of
9:00 a. ni. Band Concerts, down
east
avenue,
Tijeras
Second street to
town.
on
south
street,
on Tijeras to First
10:00 a. m Rase ball, Clifton vs.
west
First street to Railroad avenue,street,
Paso.
El
Sixth
on Railroad avenue to
1:30 r. m. Half mile open bike
south on Sixth strict to Gold avenue,
race.
east on Gold avenue to Second street,
trot.
1:45 P. m.
north on Second street to Railroad
2:00 p. m. Base ball, Las Vegas
to
avenue
avenue, west on Railroad
vs. Albuquerque.
Rohinson pai k, where parade will be
2:15 p. m. TrottinR Ostrich.
dismissed.
2:30 p. m. Running race, quarter- mile dash.
First Division.
handicap
2:45 p. m. Two mile
City Police.
race.
bike
Aides.
Marshal and
race,
cycle
3:00 p. m. Motor
First Regiment. National Guard of acainst,
time.
New Mexico.
3:30 p. m. United States cavalry
How Mexico Mounted Rangers,, under monkey
drills.
Captain
Fifllerton.
command of
4:00 p. m. Bronco busting.
Tr. S. Troon of Cavalry, under com
p.
m. Navajo Indian horse
4:30
mand of Lieutenant Iewls.
race.
City Fire Department.
New Town.
Old Time Fire Fighters.
7:30 p. m. Band parade.
A. T. & S. F. Ry. Fire Company.
R:00 p. m. Fire alarm.
City Council.
8:15 p. m. Pyrotechnic display.
8:30 p. m. United States cavalry
Second Division.
drill.
saber
Automobiles.
9:00 p. m Navajo Indian
Queen of tne Montezuma Court.
dance.
Ladies of the Maccabees display.
9:15 p. m The Commercial Club
Floral Cortege ggregation.
dance.
Grand Statehood Tableau.
.
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SOUTH

RETURNED

LONG
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RESTAURANT

MEALS AT ALL HOURS. Quick
at reasonable
time, good service,
prices. The nearest place in Albu
querque to Santa Fe depot. Open

IE

day and night. Bar in connection.
LYNN. HAVEN BAY, and BLUE
POINT OYSTERS in any style. First
street and Silver avenue, opposite depot. Meal tickets, 21 meals for $5.

THE

BKti?

1

The territorial fair Is comin':
You'll see who keeps things rollln

SKIRTS-Wal-

New Hotel and Rooming House.
Open September 11, at 821 South
Third street. Your patronage solicited. Special rate to regular boarders.
Mrs. R. Green, proprietor.

Women's Waists, Sweaters and Petticoats
ments and Variety,

0

ooo

IIS

Member of Hoard

Gold Ave.
of

Opcfietrv Kxam,ners.

We

0
0

I

top

0

0

EWES AND LAMBS

-

ANTED At once, 1, right
girl that can do lucdle and niai bin 5j8
sewing. 1). F. G., this office.

Great Assort-

0

FOR SALE

0

l

aaBa

In

-

1,500 A. No.

1

EWES; 600 TOP LAMBS,

65

ISIDRO

0

SANDOVAL

915 South Second

0

for the Fall
new deseason,
and Winter
signs In
are showing,

POUNDS EACH.

Inquire of

0

Street.

0

Carpets, Rtigs, Matting. Linoleum,

0

Curtains, Portieres and Draperies

0

Time, Labor
and Money

And also a full line ot

Blankets, Comforts and Pillows

0
0

Albert Faber,

0

305 Railroad Avgntie

Southwestern Electric & Construction Co.

PENINSULAR RANGE
In dollars and cents they cost no more. In quality they are
better than
superior. In durability t hey last longer. One-thirany other. You are most cordially invited to examine our new
line.

Electrical Pumping Plants

d

Prices

In

Of Every Description
Aftents. for

Plain Figures $3Q and Up

Old stoves taken
THE McBRAIN

FURNITURE

CO.,

205

Gold

Ays.
-

'

i t

J

II

7

;

the

Crocker-Wheele-

r

Dynamos and

Motors.
Store and Residence Wiring a Specialty.
All
work fully guaranteed.
Agents for the celebrated
"Uyrofans."
See them
In European Hotel Res-

at a fair valuation.

taurant.

We give tickets for the
F ano Contest.
Member National Electrical Contractors'
I

SEALSHIPT, WHY?

216 SOUTH SFXXXND ST.

Because all our

111
smmW

I

oys-

ters are shipped direct
from the best beds ou

coast,
Atlantic
the
direct to us in American Oyster Carriers.
Under this patent
method, no ice or
water comes In contact with the oysters,
and uu chemical preservative Is ever used.
Inner recepThe
tacles holding the oysters aie kept surrounded by ice and
are sealed, making it
Impossible for the oyster receptacle to bo
opened until It reaches
us hence "Sealshipt."

Why you s liouhl use no other oysters.
goes direct from the shell to the carrier.
'1 lie
SECOND
carrier com. s direct to us, with no mixture of
ic
water, or pn ervative.
THIRD They are delivered direct to you by our drivers, or at
our market, with all their natural flavor retained.
FOURTH You're always sa'e in buying oysters from us because
oysters only. We wouldn't allow a tub shipped
we handle
oyster to come into our shore.
When you want oysters, come to headquarters, to a store that
makes a specialty of them.
FOUR

FIRST

REASONS

The

oster

rki

2

-

Room

IS,

N. T. Arinljo Iluilding.

realize that you can get
modem telephone serice today for
what you are pan:g for interior service?
The only Ion..; dSt.mce transmitters
and icccivers; wail or desk sets; long
time contracts, as ;im witth; lowest
Do you

h

i

OUR

LOOK

J

v- -r

fife

J

American rtlock coal, the beat Gallop
mined. Cerrillos Lump, the standard
heating coal. All sizes of bard coal
WOOD

Factory wood,

fU.OO

00:

VISITORS

TO THE FAIR

rd'ady iuvilid to make o'tr More headijuarteis.
l'n ue.s and city directory. Ask your trb
our t
ctt u'hiU'
km I of l e cieam we are serving.

Are

Ave.

Mail Orders Solicited.

t

full load; Gr

wood, 12.00 full load.
Eureka White Lime.
HAHN'S COAL YARD.
Colo. Phone, 44
Auto Phone, 416.
Mill

Use

Kail:oal

YARD

COAL

chock full of coal that will gladdea
your heart and warm your house
Fill your bins tot
when its cold.
next winter now and avoid the rasa.
1m

--

':l

0
5

rat es.

--

5

are the lowest.

Our prices

0

The saving of time means comfort.
The saving of labor meant ease. The
saving of money meant eoonomy. Alt
these savings can best as sttalned by
Installing a

-

riL

$150.00 Each

Greatest line of Furs ever brought to the city. We would be
pleased to have you call and look over this beautij! line.

GENERAL REPAIR SHOP.
have opened a general repair snop
on South Third street, back of Wal
ton's drug store, and solicit the trade
L. H. SHOEMAKERof the city.

tin-clt-

Bar

In

and Dress Skirts

king

FURS$5.00 to

I

Can-delari-

mm

$7.50 to $50.00

COATS

In greatest variety; skirts from J2.B0 to $40. No matter
what kind or size you want, we can pleaso you.

then:

All haulin, sprlnklln' will be done
By the Albuquerque Transfer men.

O'CLOCK,

1

NEW

Ix)ng and medium length coats, the very newest models,
Broadcloths, Covert Clths and Kersey Cloth.

n

Mc-Ke-

SUITS $10.00 to $45.00

COAT

A very large and well selected stock of assured styles. In
long coat effects. New and exclusive designs and materials,
comprising a wide rane wf colors.

WHERE TO DINE WELL

THE MARKETS

W

Petticoats

Boarding Horses a Specialty

At noon today the contest for
queen of the floral parade and Montezuma ball had narrowed down to only
three candidates, and the vote registered as follows:
1686
Miss Jessie Ilfeld
7yi)
Miss Virginia Finch
6T4
Miss, Edna Gibson..,...,.,
The next count will be at 7 o'clock
p. m.. and the final count at 10:30
o'clock will lie announced by stereop-ticoat the corner of Second street
and Railroad avenue.
The pretty costume to be worn by
the elected queen Is now on exhibition at the drug store of J. H.
O'RIelly & Co., and the favorite young
lady, chosen as queen, will occupy In
the parade Thursday morning, one
of the handsomest floats ever seen in
this city.

--

Suits - Coats - Skirts
Waists - Furs - Sweaters

ocxxdocxxocxxxxxxxxxiooo

AT CORNER OF SECOND STREET
AND RAILROAD AVENUE.

the

ar

HIGHLAND LIVERY
STABLE)

The fifteenth annual conference of
New Mexico
Methodist church
South, which had been in session at
Deming for BeveraJ days, closed last
night, ancf the fifty ministers present
have departed for their various charges, some to find congregations of
new faces and others to their old
Fifth Division.
charges.
Mutual Protective Society, of Old Al
Bishop Joseph S. Key, of Sherman,
buquerque.
Tex.,
was the presiding officer, and
Carriages.
in
Citizens
Bishop Key arrived here this morning,
Citizens on horseback.
with Rev. J. M. Sollle, who was re
turned by the conference as presiding
Sixth Division.
elder of the Albuquerque district, and
Wild West Show.
also as pastor of the M. E. church,
Cowboys and Broncos.
south, of this city.
Indian Aggregation.
Other appointments made In the Al
buquerque district were as follows:
Assistant Marshals.
Gallut) Rev. W. S. Huggett, from
Assistant marshals are hereby as
signed to their respective divisions Marfa, Texas.
Watrous Rev. Edward La Breton,
Officers.
returned.
WOOL
STOCK - MONEY - METAL
First Division Marshal and Aides
San Marcial Rev. C. H. Givan, reW.
E turned.
Second Division Captain
Dame and Major J. E. Elder.
Rev. J. T. French was returned as
Third Division Captain M. O'Don presiding elder of the El Paso dis- Closing quotations Received by Levy
nell. Lieutenant L. H. Chamberlin trict
Bios., Correspondents for Logan
and L. Gradl.
Other appointments In this ditrlct
& Bryan. Barnett Building.
Fourth Division Alfred Grunsfeld are as follows:
cantain: T. L. Krebs.
reM.
Gibson,
81 7g
El Paso Rev. G.
Amalgamated Copper
Fifth Division W. W. Strong, Har turned.
l.lS
American Sugar
ry F. Lee and Jesus Romero.
Singleton,
Cruces Rev. F. E.
90Vi
Atchison, common
Sixth Division Dr. J. E. Ciaft, Lieu from Alomogordo.
105
Atchison, pfd
tenant L. Galles, Ivan Grunsfeld.
Dodge,
Texas Rev. Baltimore & Ohio
Marfa and Fort
1126
E. Bragg, formerly of Deming.
68
Brooklyn Rapid Transit
Assistant marshals will have their N. Alamogordo
Wright,
Rev. W. J.
Colorado Fuel & Iron
43'4
respective divisions In place not later formerly
Gallup.
of
Colorado Couthern, common.... 284
than 10 a. m. The parade will marcn
formIVming
Rev. W. E. Foulks,
Chicago, Great Western.com.... 2T4
on time. By order
erly of Alpine, Tex.
58
C. & 0
J. BORRADAILE
Pecos Rev. W. A. Clark, returned. Erie, common
51
Marshal
Lordsburg Rev. N. D. Wood, re- Erie, first
821
turned.
150
Louisville & Nashville
LOCAL PARAGRAPHS
Roswell Rev S. R. Whltty, return- Missouri Pacific
107
ed.
127
Metropolitan
Portales Rev. S. E. Wilson, form- Mexican Central
Judne A. A. Freeman, of Carlsbad
23'4
150
is here in the city to attend the erly of Modesto, Tex.
New York Central
Hagerman
L.
and Dexter Rev. C.
Ktateluxid convention, and Incidentally
Reading, eommoa
1194
144'-to take in the fair. Judge Freeman is Brooks, returned.
Pennsylvania
formGeorge
Artesia Rev.
Ward,
33-a staunch advocate of Joint statehood
Rock Island, common
Magdalena.
for New Mexico and Arizona, and is erly of
Republic Iron & Steel, common.. 23
.
Hedge-pethTucumcari Rev. Joel F.
a leader of the Joint statehood forces
Republic Iron & Steel, pfd
94'4
transferred.
of Eddy county.
Southern Pacific
67i
179 ',4
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Hale are revelling ly Dawson Rev. Paul Bently, former- St Paul
of White Oaks.
35
Southern Railway
In the smiles of a bouncing baby loy.
Dayton and
Rev. O. T. Tennessee Coal & Iron
Kf.'i
The youngster put in his appearance Rotors,
transferred.
3r,i
Texas Pacific
Saturday evening. He is due to sucJames,
B.
T.
Texico Circuit Rev.
llil7
I'nion Pacific, common
ceed his father, "Snapper," as the liard formerly
of Alamoirordo.
3ti
I'. S. S., common
bitting outfielder of the Browns. Mrs.
a
supplied,
Alpine Is yet to be
and
104
V. S. S., pfd
Hale is doing nicely.
trie
pastor
for
east El Paso church is Wabash, common
23'4
M. C. Miller, who was at the Jemez yet to be Mirp"rd
4.1H
Wabash, pfd
hot springs the past two weeks, came
secmissionary
Dr. W. R. lambuth.
171
Canadian Pacific
in late yesteulay afternoon, and Is retary of the
residing
at
church,
spending today here. Mr. Miller is Nashville. Tenn.. was an honored
chief clerk in the auditor's otilce at puest at the conference.
Honesty is the best policy)
the
Santa Fe. and also represents
Mutual Benefit Life insurance comYou can get at E. Maha: am's. West Schilling's
Jest:
pany of Newark, in that town.
o
Railroad Ave., corner of Fourteenth, a
belting powfor
Auibrosio, Juan and Rosalio
stylish, up to date ladies' or misses'
pita
Ariz., prominent hat for
rtavuiui
of Concho.
nracta
worth II, $f, $fi and $7;
sheep raisers and bunkers, aro in
also a ladies' suit of silk mohair or
Your grocer's; moneyback.
to attend the fair and to visit broadcloth, for $10..r0. worth $.0, $
friends. It is understood that t lie gen mid 3. Come and convince your
tleiuen will soon remove their tatnl self.
lies here, for the winter, no as to pive
YOU ARE
INVITED
TO VISIT
their children the advantage of s"'d
OwitiR to the Montezuma ball on THE RIO GRANDE WOOLEN MILLS
Friday nlsrht. September 22, tin- La- EVERY DAY THIS WEEK, EXCEPT-- j
schools.
Besides the regular jMilice force, dies of the Maccabees will uive their ING THURSDAY. EVERY PERSON'
City Marshal McMilliu has six extra dance on Thursday niKht, September DOING SO WILL BE REPAID BY
BEING
polio im n dunni; the fair, namely: IM.
TO TAKE AWAY
ABLE
WITH THEM A PERFECTLY TAIL- Samuel Youni;, Thomas Nipp, John
J.
W.
in
Bargains
OR
ED
.Martinez
and
Mike
saddles and harness at
SKIRT AT COST.
RIO
Ford,
Keleher's, 406 West Railroad avenue. GRANDE WOOLEN MILLS CO.
The marshal intends to
possiMe
this
orderly
as
as
the city
we.-and ail lair visitors will be
fully proucied.
Colonel Noble H. Martin, manager ()
of the Klks' bazar at Santa Fe irom 5
WE GRIND OUR OWN LENSES
October Z V H; K. II. Uanna, attor
ney and insuiance atan;, and O. C. A
uim nt, all canu jjj
Watson, niMti'.inre
Fur the reason that we can guarantee all glasses
y
iiioiiuiit; and were pleasant callers at 15
Tbo Citizen tillico. They are takin n
in the fair this afM; noon and
DEBBER OPTICAL CO.
much interested in the game of b ase 10
.
A
ball now in progress at the grounds.

Fourth Division.
A. T. & S. F. display.
American Lumber Company display
Manufacturers' D"4ia'-- Trades' Display.
Merchants' Display.

SPECIAL BARGAINS
Section for Fair Week

Beady-to-We-

NEW STYLES IN

109.

OOCOCODOCOOCXXXXXXXXXXXX)
O. DINSDALE

CONTEST FOR QUEEN
WILL CLOSE TONIGHT

FIFTY MINISTERS WERE PRES
ENT.

In Our

N. M.

Automatic Phone,

The members of the New Mexico
Bar association failed to hold a meet
ing this morning at 10 o'clock at the
Commercial club, pursuant to the pun
lished call. Only three outside attor
neys, with several Albuquerque mem
hers, were present, hence It was
moved to adjourn and meet at the
same place this evening at 8 o'clock.
Those present from the outside this,
morning were G. A. Richardson, of
Roswell: W. B. Walton, of Silver
City, and R. H. JIanna, of Santa Fe.

FOR ALBUQUER
AND EL PASO DISTRICTS.

Clothing to be had are shown here.

Sole Agents.

Albuquerque,

AT MEETING
LACKED
THIS MORNING AND ADJOURN
ED UNTIL 8 O'CLOCK TONIGHT,

APPOINTMENTS

-

MELINI & EAKIN

A QUORUM

CLOSES AT DEMING

the Greatest Store in the Southwest.- Without question, the
largest and best assortment of Dry Goods, Shoes, and Men and Boys
To visit

Distillers,
FRANKFORT, KY.

BAR ASSOCIATION

10:30

WELCOME TO THE FAIR AND A
CORDIAL INVITATION TO ALL

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

THE NEW MEXICO

FINAL VOTE AT

THE BIG STORE WITH LITTLE PRICES

Bottled in Bond.

Arguments were resumed today be
fore Judge Abbott In the Bernalillo
county cases and it is expected that
they will soon be brought to a close.
The grand Juries are still In session
and some Indictments have been returned, but so far nothing has been
given out. although It is expected that
there will be something Interesting
given out tomorrow in several indict
ments that are to be returned.
It is said that upon the settlement of
the sneriffi's office question hat an
other of the injunction suits now on
will be
file in the district court
brought up, thus carrying the pres
ent controversy on for several days
longer.
This afternoon the United States
grand Jury took a recess in order that
the members might attend the ball
game and races at Traction park.
Several of the court employes also
took the oppoitunlty to attend the
reason of the reby
amusements
cess.
It U not expected that the work of
the territorial grand Jury will .be
heavy, as the cases from the city are
Important
few and there is little
criminal business pending in the
county.

Free-for-a-

QUE

O. F. C.
WHISKEY

Grand Juries arc Busy and
Will Probably Report
Tomorrow.

n

M. E. CONFERENCE

FIV

The Golden Rule Dry Goods Co.

THE CELEBRATED

COUNTY CASES

SANTA FE DAY AT FAIR

Third Division.
Italian Rand.
Base Rail Clubs.
C Colombo Society.
Society Display.
Civic Societies.
United States Government Indian
Schools.
Concord Coach.

I

STILL ARGUING

ARRIVE TO CELEBRATE

BIG PARADE

FAQ

.First

a.

St. and Gold Ave.

H. ORIGGS

A.

ii

V
in and
ru ia the

CO

Props. AlvaraJo Pharmacy.

ismh Phones.

PITCHERS

FAMOUS

CITIZEN.

U K EVENING

A IJ iUQ

PAQI tlX

Installment plan, picking out one or
two every two or throe Innings.

TO MEET IN
MIGHTY

COMBAT

"nJnf7

TO A FINISH

I

TUESDAY, 8EPT.1

SIEVERWMR
RESTAU RANTERS,

7

Good
Good
Good

V

Silver-Plate-

d

Silver-Plate-

d

Silver-Plate-

d

RAILROAD

0 lV
I

5

AVENUE

V

ATTENTION

I

Good Silver-PlateTable Knives, $1.00 a set.
Also Rogers' Plain and Fancy Tableware.
These Special Prices for Fair Week Only7"

f

E VEFII T

LEADING

JEWELER

Ran Two Down In the Seventh

inning.

James J. Jeffries Judged tho bases

T

and a puffv man with a red tie held

the Indicator.

A.

Teaspoons, 75c per dozen.
Soup Spoons, $1.50 per doz.
Forks, $1.50 per dozen.

V&.N
Pettus

19, 1905,

I

When the New York Nationals and
Philadelphia Americans meet in the
world's championship series, two of
the greatest pitchers the diamond has
produced will be arrayed against each
other. They are Christy Mathewson
and "Rube" Waddell.
Roth men have lieen doing remarkable pitching all season and when
they face each other the contest
should bo one that will stand conspicuous in base ball annals for all time.
Many followers of the game predict
that Mathewson will outrank the erratic
but "Rube" haS
scores of admirers who want to be
shown that he cannot equal the pitching record of the mighty Christie in
the championship series. The men. It
Is figured, will pitch three of
the
games. Ames will probably fight it
out with Coakley and Plank and
will contest for pitching

r

At Chlcag'i
Chicago
St.
uls
At Boston

"
-

TRINIDAD

,7, ALBUQUERQUE

6

R. If. E.
4
2

4
7

1

0

The Terrace Addition

R. H. E.

Host on

9

Brooklyn
Second Cam.;
Boston
Brooklyn

2

R.

American League.

At Washington

Washington
Boston

ir

1

3

fi

li.

E.

4

7

0

1

5

1

Improvement Company

R. IT. E.
4
7 1
2
4 1

R. II. E.

Second Game
Washington
Boston
At Cleveland
Cleveland
Detroit
At St. Louis
St. Louis
Chicago

RUBE WADDHLL

The big tent the main show will open its doors about April 1. 190G, but to ptevent disappointment
to those waiting first choice of the best sites on what will be the residence street par excellence of
the city of Albuquerque, we submit the following announcement.

League.

National

VA

MATHEWSON.

FIRST GAME OF SERIES

WE ARE NOT READY, BUT THE PUBLIC IS

3

U

2
2

16 19

During the next two years will expend nearly FIFTY THOUSAND DOLLARS IN IMPROVEMENTS on their property covering the heights on the
caBt of the city. SILVER AVENUE, from its situation, and from improvements contemplated, together with the adjacent Mocks comprises the very
cream of the entire addition. WORK ON THIS SECTION WILL BEG-IAT ONCE. The Improvements planned are the grading of streets and
blocks, the construction of water works and the laying of mains, the planting of trees, the building of brick or cement sidewalks, etc. In response to
a demand, and contrary to a usual custom, we will offer the best FIRST.
The blocks on both sides of this avenue, 80 feet in width, will be sold only in

R. H. E.
0

0 3
3 11

1

R. H. E.
3
2

0
0

2
6

a tight hole was escaped from by reckless .base running by the visitors and
Western League,
fast diamond work by the Browns' InAt Des Moines
Moines-Pueblfield and Pettus with three men safe
game postponed
Des
on bases, Pettus caught two of them on account of rain.
between third and the plate, by touchAt Omaha

ing one out and running the other
Omaha-St- .
Joseph game postponed
down. It was a case of
on account of wet grounds.
City-Sioux
At Sioux
nn 111 fooltnir in ha norf
fhera
V
'
r
game postponed
A little fleet fielding might have helped
on account of rain.
out some in trie gardens, but the gardeners were not going to pike, when
American Association.
TH4T
JV
the rest of the bunch were wishing to
At Kansas City
lSrW)rouRM
game postKansas
poned on account of rain.
fCoW N
At Toledo
e

The Trinidad bunch t Multiplied over
the Browns yesterday in the opening
game of the tournament by a score of
7 to 0.
Six of the victory earning
runs were made in the sixth inning,
and for the loss of the game the
Brownies have no one to blame bui

a

Building Sites of

City-Denve-

I

oof orl

V1T'x

S1

?T

Toledo

.

-

(PON

mjm

WORD

ICAH

3
4

6
9
10
3

Ivouisville

00s (32 Feet

Poi mining six residences to a block. No time limit for building will be
Imposed, but all deeds will contain a clause prohibiting the maintenance of
factories, stores, saloons, etc. Also $3,500.00 will be the minimum cost allowed for the construction of residences, exclusive of yards and outbuildings. In addition, a building line of thirty to forty feet will be Incorporated
in the deed. In fact, this avenue will be haudled with the Intention of making it the beautiful residence section its natural topography justifies.

S

Indianapolis
Second Game
Toledo
Indianapolis
At Milwaukee
Milwaukee
St. Paul
At Columbus
Columbus

MY

1

Only Sixty Sites on this Avenue

0

SPORTING
A $30 deposit will secure an option on a site, the price to be determined

later by the board of directors, after the improvements are made. These
deposits will be numbered in the order received, and choice will be allowed

The Obstinacy of the Puffy Umpire.
on the part of Trinidad. Gla.e, playing as a ringer, under the name of
Pierce, was not entirely Invincible,
but he was quite tho whole game on
the side of the north. Iu the last inning he struck out three Brownies
How the Browns Looked When Glaze
with twelve balls hot ones right off
Turned Loose in the
the reel and In the seventh and
present the visitors a half dozen coun- eighth only one man connected safely
ters. When it came to the seventh out of seven batters.
inning, the Brownies awoke a 'bit and
The Biowns made their runs on the

Pettut Picked On; Off the Grandstand
at a Critical Moment.
French let one straight.
themselves.
at him pass through his bands, Kunz
got tangled up with two on second and
Neher went to sleep and let an easy
one pass third, while Benn handed
over a bunch of hits to show that

accordingly.

WHEN JOHN L. SULLIVAN

ISSUED HIS FAMOUS DEFI
tistics

Sporting World Aflame ana
Started the Puge to Talking Challenged "All the Bluffers," Slavln,
Mitchell and Corbett Preferred.

will show that this battle was
the banner money event In the history
of the ring.

Set

Fight That Bring Big Money to the
Embryo
Principals In Old Day
Champs Got Leas Than "Curtain
Raisers" Do Now Corbett's Gossip.
.
By Jas. J. Corbett.
Probably no challenge ever issued
by a prize fighter in the history of
the ring stirred up the country at
large as that handed out by Jolin L.
Sullivan at the conclusion of the theatrical season, March. 1892.
The great fighter had just concluded
a tour of the country, which had
netted him a big amount of money. He
liad met and defeated all comers, and
was in high spirits uhen he sent foith
his manifesto.
I had Just reached New York after
my long fight with Jackson, and was
waiting for the chance to meet John
I renjember
well the morning
L.
I woke and was shown the follow'tig:
St. Paul. Minn., March 5. 1S'j2. ,
Our season is just closing, and we
do not resume until Sept. 12. This
gives me over three months in which!
o train and fight w hat will probably
be my last big battle.
I hereby challenge any and all of tho $10,000 side bet. At that time I
the bluffers who have been trying to was under the management of Win. A.
make capital at my expense, to fight Brady, and had many friends. I gathme, either the last week In August or ered toguther my money and then
the first week In September, this asked my fMends to risk some of
year, at the Olympic Club, in the City theirs on the outcome. The result w as
of New Orleans, I. a., for a purse of that the challenge was accepted in Its
$25,000 and an outside bet of $10,00(1,' entirety, and articles were drawn up
the winner to take the entire purse.' and signed as follows:
First The match is to, decide the
I insist upon a bet of $10.0oO toj
championship of the
show that they mean business. First, heavyweight
world, a stake of twenty thousand
come, first served.
However, I give prefeicnce in this' dollars ($20,000) and a purse of
challenge to Frank P. Slavln, as e twenty-fivthousand
dollars ($2h
and his backers nave done the grea.te.st 000).
Second The fight shall take place
amount of blowing. My second preference s tbst bombastic sprinter, j before the Olympic club of New Or
(.'has. Mitchell of England, whom I, leans. La., on Wednesday,
Sept, 7,
would ra'her whip than any man in 1892.
the world.
My third preference is
Third The contest shall be under
Jas. J. Corbett, of America, who has the Marquis of Queensbui y rules, the
gloves shall be the smallest that the
achieved bis sliaie of bombast.
Hut in this challenge I include all club will allow, and other details of
fighters.
the contest itself shall be left to the
The Marquis of Quccnbury rules Olympic Club.
must govern this contest, as I want
The challenge and the purse and the
fight, not foot racing, as I intend fight are of j;reat interest now on ackeeping the championship of the count of the
fight, which
world.
took place practically on the Kith an'(Signed! JOHN I.. SI'I.I.I VAN.
niversary of the great New Orleans
Champion of tho World. event.
I do not know how many times I
You can imagine the sensation this
have seen it stated In the daily papers
created.
Charlie Mitchell. Frank Slavln and that the
fight would
all the big' men .started to talk, but bring more money to the winner than
none of them could see fit to place any battle ever fought. I think sta

lis

"fc

i

I

e

'

Britt-Nelso-

Brltt-Nelso-

I am informed by a manager
of
a Chicaeo club that nrelimlnHrlps now
adays receive more money than the
principals in the early days of fighting received. It ia nothlna- tn iuv n
couple of dubs, so he says, $f)0 or
more ior a limited round bout. Whv,
I remember onco when Peter Jack
son asked a manager of a 'Frisco
club to give him a chance to show
what he could do for practically nothing. On one occasion I remember of
George Dixon offering to give the
other fellow all the money to get an
opportunity to gain more experience.
And you can bet those follows knew
what a straight lead was, too.
Why, it Is only a few years bak
when Young Corbett. Abe Attell, Kid
Parker, Young Peter Jackson and a
few others that turned out real champions, would go forth and fight for
whatever they could get. They wanted to learn the tricks as soon as possible, and that is why they got to the
lop so quick.
Parson Davles nnbl over tn Vnnmr
Corbett $2 to box Jimmy Bany, a
worm champion, doling Peter Jackson received $: once for fighting Kid
Parker. Abe Attell fought two men on
the same evening, eight rounds each,
ior iu.
The time and money they lost then
was gotten back in later years when
they reaped harvests that the preliminary fighter of today .will never
because he wants too much
and gets little chance to fight.

e

How a little thing often turns the
tide in the affairs of a fighter is
shown ill an exnerlenn. I unro hH
Sullivan was in the west and I was
asked to ko on and box an exhibition
with him. I Kindly did it, little expecting anything but to get my head
knocked of f. It was on that occasion
that I learned for the first tlnio that
John L. was like all other mortals.
It took a lot of argument with my
friends to make them think the same
way I did, but
finally did, and I
signed articles with the
champion, knowing trial if I didn't win he
couldn't, as I could Ktay a long time
with him without getting bit hard
enough to stop my thoughts. It would
have to be a draw.
I
did all my training with tho one
thought in my mind lhat I couldn't
lose. I believe that that preliminary
exhibition
had with Sullivan won
me the fUht at New Orleans, the
challenge anil the articles of agreement to which aro found In the first
part of tnls article.
1

Efforts to bting Sysonby, Artful
and Hamburg Beele together have
failed. The owners of the three fastest horses in the United States seem
content to let them rest with the
laurels they have won In the classes
with Inferior sprinters.
The sporting world can't agree as
to whether Nelson should meet Joe
Gans or Jimniie Gardner. The adher
ents or each claim he is entitled to
first consideration.
Herman B. Duryea, formerly racing
partner of Harry Payne Whitney, is
to become a breeder of thoroughbreds
probably at Silveibrook Farm, near
Red Bank. N. J.
His real name is Oscar Battling
Matthew Nelson, and he halls from
Birthplace, CopenHegewisch, 111.
hagen.
In the east Cornell and Harvard are
doped as twp of the strong teams.
So sure are the New Y'ork Giants
of winning the National league pen
nant that a group of niembeis of the

We ate Independent for we Hold the
HEIGHTSI1I Yotf Know their Value
J.

C.

BALDRIDGE,

President.

RAIDING

A

D. A.

BITTNER, Treasurer.

MINOR
A
i

vy

team no mimes given are said to
be willing to put up $7.tMK) to $3,000
that Pittsburg will not have a look in
at the flag.
A fight of some Interest is t In
coming contest in Salt Lake of Gus
Ituhliu of Akron, and John Wille of
Chicago. The go is slated wiihin 3o
days.
A dual trak meet between Cornell
and Oxford is being planned at about
the time of the
meet.
Kastern Athletes are disappointed
because tiias. Parsons, the great Cali
lornia sprinter, has entered Wisconsin university.
After he won the
run in 9 4 ! at Portlann, Oie..
effort
him to come
east.
Yale coaches have giwn up hope of
getting Thompnon, the Andover guard,
as they an' satisfied Cornell ha bagYale-Harvar-
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ged him.

Alter his tour this winter as ,a
neior man." Harney Oldficld will go
to Buenos Ay res, S. A., to take part in
a series of automobile laces.
Is
Barring Artful, it
doubtful
whether there is a mare in training
in America today that can take the
Measure of the great Hamburg Belle
at a mile, with eijual weight.
Sensible advice from "hurry up"
Yost to ambitious foot ball players;
"Hurry up and learn to control your
temper, if you cannot do this you
had better quit the game."

A t'ONSTKI.I.ATION OF PROMISING YOUNGSTERS WHO HAVE GRADUATED FROM
IES MOINES
THE WESTERN.
One of the penult its for winning the pennant In a minor league Is the resultant raid of the majors.
In
the Western Leasee the Des Moines team has practically wou the pennant and the major league managers have
started ii raid on Hie tism. Tbeie is gloom among the Des Moines fans over the loss of these players: Ganley,
ouiiielder. and l.eiiield, pitcher, to Pittsburg; Rossmau, first base, Vak Held, catcher, and Manske, pitcher',
to Cleveland, l.eiiield leads the Western League pitchers in games won. Rostnan lead,, the batsmen.
IN

WOMAN'S EXCHANGE.
IT IS EASY TO MAKE GOOD. See the lml,,u, HiniA rf m,o nin
West Railroad avenue. Bell BREAD
CLUB
WITH
HOUM . Grande Woolen
Mills m th
phone black 2G5-2- .
All home cooking. FLOUR.
storo. then ask for those $3.50 walkFresh goods every day.
ing skirts.
"Dilp, drip, drip, oil everywhere"
Subscribe for The Evening Cltlien. oetter cook with safe gas.
Subscribe for The Evening CitUen.
401
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art caused

by Indigestion.
If you eat a
litt.lv too much, or if you art subject to
attacks of Indigestion, you hart no doubt
had shortness of breath, rapid heart bests,
heartburn or palpitation of the heart.

Thn If X
1
ts .If mm
fJ ti

Kodol
Dyspepsia Cure

ma.

THE STORE

digests what you sat, takes ths strain off
of ths heart, and contributes nourishment,
strength and health to every organ of ths
body. Cures Indigestion, Dyspepsia, Sour
Stomach, Inflammation of ths mucous
membrane lining the Stomach and Digestive Tract Nervous Dyspepsia and Catarrh
of the Stomach.

.... .h.

la., Sept. 19. Martin
Hums,
champion wrestler of America, at 44
la a man of iron. He has rightfully
earned the title "king of wrestlers."
He lias done about five times as much
as Is usually alloted to the life of a
wrestler. He is the most popular man
In the world of the mat.
Temperance is the keynote of his
success. He never drinks tea. coffee,
or Intoxicating ltquois. Burns never
swears.
Science in wrestling was created by
him. Burns still has all the craftiness
of his prime. He watches his opponent like a cat watches a mouse. He
always has some new card up his
Sleeve to play when in a pinch.
He has never been beaten since a
boy by a man in the middleweight
class, and still holds the title of champion middleweight wrestler of America. He stands ready to defend it
against all comers.
Burns found Frank notch working
In an Iowa cornfield.
He is proud
of his find, and says: "notch would
be champion of America today if Tie
Big Rook,

"Farmer"

Digests

followed my advice, but he didn't.
He's too fond of spring chicken and
iikes to get out with the boys."
Burns won the heavyweight championship by defeating "SI rangier"
lyewis in Chicago in 1895. He did it
by strengthening the muscles of his
neck by a years' special training.
When they met, "Strangler's" work
had no effect on his neck of steel.
This same neck baffles the efforts of
the youngsters who desire a title.
He held the championship until 1897,
when he was defeated by Dan Mc- l.eod. Mcl.eod weighed 2oo ponds.
Burns weighed lfiti. Jenkins obtained
(lie championship by defeating Mcl.eod. notch took his turn at the
title, beating Jenkins, but lost it again
to the same man.
One of Bum's memorable victories
was the defeat of Hall Adali, the "Sultan' Lion," who was the conqueror of
Yousof and of every American wrestler excepting the "Farmer."
Burns lives with his wife and sons
in Big Rock. He has been Invited to
take part in the wrestling tournament at Portland the latter part of
tills month.

a

What You Eat

m

'E STORE

Dmss
Furnishings and Ladies, Gentlemen's and Children Shoes

than sold for the same prices elsewhere In the city. The entire stock Is new no old or shelf worn goods and evry sale is made
under an agreement that the purchase money will be refunded if purchasers are not satisfied In every particular. Ladles desiring the latest
fabrlce in dress materials will find in stock

1

iUnUI.OJWM
n.,obifp.g i a. I
For sale by ail druggists.

at
the property, In Installments,
stated periods, and will proceed at
once to a thorough development of
the property, which holda out much
promise of becoming a big producer.
The Treadwell Smelter at Mayer Is
undergoing a temporary suspension
of work on account of the failure of
the engine that runs the mine to do
Its work. This engine hauls a train
of cars from the Hackberry mine to
the smelter, carrying the ores of the
company. Much trouble has been experienced with It lately, because of
the burning out of tubes in the boiler,
which are now In course of repair.
To prevent the engine again causing
a shut down a new one has been ordered and is now on the road to the
mine. Though the smelter ha-- been
running on second grade ore, it has
more than paid expenses since it
resumed operations last spring. At
the Hackberry mine, the completion
of a winze has made It possible to
reach the high grade ore, which will
urge
accept
you
to
to
thus
the
duties
FRIGHT IS LIKELY
now be rushed to the smelter.
At
conferred. We wish to make the nuet-in- the
mine there are about 800 tons of
every
a
success
in
particular
and
TO KILL AGED WOMAN especially in
the good that will result1 high grade ore in the bins, which will
to the territory from the intelligent be delivered at the smelter first for
MRS. C. S. STEVENS, OF RATON, exchange of views on the subject of treatment.
EXPERIENCED A VERY SERI- roads, streets, alleys, bridges, etc.,' Much mining activity exists In the
among
mountains and
OUS SHOCK.
and the enactment of proper laws gov- Patagonia
mining camps and districts In that
can
erning
We
can
what
show
them.
Especially is this so at the
The shock of seeing a young girl
done In the way of road building range.
trampled under the hoofs of a mad- be
Mowry camp, where the company has
by
at
same
time
labor
and
convict
the
large number of men at work. The
dened runaway team, and crushed unthe proper method of construct-- , acompany
will build a railroad from
der the wheels of a loaded Ice wagon, show
sections.!
ing
in
roads
mountainous
may cost Mrs. C. A. Stevens, of Raton We wish to give
movement such Patagonia to the mines for the haulthis
her life.
a start that nothing can retard its ing of ores, whichupwill materially asA team belonging to the Raton Ice
sist in opening
that section of
growth, and to this end we country.
company was left standing while the future
support.
your
We
and
ask
assistance
driver went to deliver Ice, and be- also ask that you urge upon the other
THE SPENCERS NOW
coming frightened, dasfied down a
of your delegation the ImLOCATED AT NEEDLES.
street In the residence district. Di- members
portance
convention
the
and
of
the
rectly In front of the home of Mrs. necessity
presence
each
of
the
Spencer,
for
a graduate pharma-oys- t
E.
W.
Stevens, Miss Nanette Myers, a prom- delegate during
the session.
and a resident of Albuquerque,
inent young woman of Raton, was
Will you kindly advise us if you New Mexico, for the . past twenty
crossing the street, unconscious of
be able to be present, and very years, Is In the city, visiting his
the maddening team that was dashing will
much oblige. Yours respectfully,
daughter, Mrs. Frank Townsend. Mrs.
down upon her.
GEO. A. FLEMING.
Spencer has been here for some
Mrs. Stevens was sitting on her
Chairman. months. Mr. Spencer is also a news-pape- r
porch and saw the impending fate of
man and writer and was for a
the girl. STie tried to warn the girl
When doctors fail, try Burdock number of years the proprietor and
but her fright was too great. She Blood
Bitters. Cures dyspepsia, con- editor of the Albuquerque News. Mr.
rose to her feet, raised her arms as
invigorates the whole
Spend r, at t;- present time, is not
If to reach out to Miss Myers, and fell stipation;
engaged in business, and as Mrs.
a
Miss Myers received
senseless.
Spencer likes Needles very much, afbroken collar bone, a dislocated anter living for nearly a quarter of a
kle and many bad bruises. A phy- THf: INEFFICIENCY OF THE
century nt an elevation of 5,000 feet,
sician was called immediately and the
SERVICE:
ESTANCIA VALLtY MAIL
it is probable that Mr. and Mrs. Spentwo unconscious women were carried
cer may become permanent residents
into the house of Mrs. Stevens and
"Our mall service in the Estancia of Nee I'es. Needles Eye
efforts made to revive them, but in
Santa Fe Central,
the case of Mrs. Stevens they were valley, along the
the old star route Ber- - j PROPOSALS FOR BUILDINO MAunsuccessful.
She continued to sink is.1 worse .. than
,.,..1
TERIALS, ETC. U. S. Indian School,
. ..
n..t " cui.l "a TnprBncn
j.'.
and It may be but a matter of a short vice we tiBi'u
county sheepman today. "It's strictly Breen, Colorado, September 12, 1905.
time until death claims her.
PROPOSALS,
endorsed
SEALED
Mrs. Stevens'
husband died two rotten," continued the man of wool
FOR BUILDING MAyears ago from a paralytic stroke as and mutton. "Why, it takes a letter "PROPOSALS
in Albuquerque two TERIALS, ETC.," and addressed to
the result of fright received in much or paper mailed
and three days to reach Estancia, and the undersigned at Breen, Colorado,
the same manner.
it takeB a letter mailed at Moriarity will be received at the Indian School
fully as long to go to Estancia. Every until two o'clock p. m., Monday, OcGot Off Cheap.
2, 1905, for furnishing and delivHe may well think, he has got off letter mailed at Moriarity for Estancia tober
at the school, as required durcheap, who, after having contracted or Willard or any other point on the ering
fiscal year ending June thirconstipation or indigestion Is still able Central east of the starting point ing the1906,
about 390 yards excavapass through tieth,
to perfectly restore his health. Noth- must go to Santa Fe,
2650 cu. ft. stone; 23 stone sills;
ing will do this but Ir. King's New that office, and then go back past the tion;
780
84,000 brick; 94 sacks cement;
Life Pills. A quick, pleasant and cer- place where it started to Its destinalathing and plaster; 330 yards
tain cure for headache, constipation, tion. And I think we have a griev- yards
painting; aliout 40,000 teet lumber, 46
etc., 25c at all druggists: guaranteed. ance against the Santa Fe office, too, squares
tin roofing; 45 windows,
for mail frequently lies there until it
Whitewash your chicken house with gets ancient, but the worst trouble Is doors and frames; one lavatory, one
Hahn's Eureka white lime.
the bunglrsome system they have on closet; one urinal, etc., all as per list
the Central. It's up to I'ncle Sam to and specifications obtainable at the
put a clerk on the railroad or else school. Bidders will state specifically
OFFICIAL MATTERS
put a star route service into com- - In their bids the price of each article
All
mission In the valley again, like of to be offered In their contract.
Postoffice Established.
articles so offered will be subject to
o.d."
A postofrlce has been established at
rigid Inspection. The right is reservYucca, Moliave county, Arizona. It Is
Numerous and Worthless.
ed to reject any or all bids or any
twenty-fou- r
cast
of
Kinsman.
nilbs
I'jveryining is in me name wnen n. part of any bid If deemed for the best
postappointed
been
Ixiuis .lane, has
comes to Witch Hazel Salve. E. C. Do Interest of the service. Each bid must
master.
Witt & Co., of Chicago, discovered be accompanied by a certified check
Appointed.
Postmasters
some years ago how to make a salve or draft upon some United States de.1. H. F. Scholl
has been appointed from Witch Hazel that is a specific pository or solvent national
bank,
postmaster at Rodeo, Grant convey, fur piles. Fir blind, bleeding, itching made payable to the order of the ComRagy and protruding piles, eczema, cuts, missioner of Indian Affairs,
vice C V. lrev, resigned.
at
Vnes has been appointed postmaster burns, bruises and a'.I skin diseases least 5 per cent of the amount for
of the
county.
Martha
Sandoval
.Temez.
at
He Witt's Salve has no equal. This proposal, said check or draft to be
K. Ilivldson has been appointed post
has given rise to numerous worthless forfeited to the United States in case
master at Big Bun. Yavapai county, counterfeits.
Ask for He Witt's the a bidder receiving a reward shall fali
Arizona.
genuine. Sold by a druggists.
to execute promptly a satisfactory
to
Good
Delegates
of
Appointment
cotitarct In accordance with his bid;
Convention.
Roads
otherwise to be returned to the bidThe following appointment of dele- RICH MINING
der.
Bids accompanied by cash in
gates to the New .Mexico good roads
DISTRICTS OF ARIZONA lieu of certified check will not be conconvention In I. as Vegas fur the
sidered. For further information apcounty of Rio Arrilia have been made
M. Peterson, Superintendby Chairman A. C. de Bica of the CAPITALISTS OF WASHINGTON, ply to Wm.
D.
C, GETTING INTERESTED ent, Breen, Colorado.
board of county commissioners of
OVER IN ARIZONA.
that county: I.. Bradford Prince. .1.
Like Finding Money.
Amado I.ucero. Reyes "ion::ales, FranFinding health is like finding money
cisco I. una. Kilns Clark, Juan Andr s special Co; '''pnnuei!i e:
who are sick. When
Phoenix, Ariz., Sept. IV A Wash- youso thinka those
Antonio
Martinez. Ysldom Ferran.
have cough, co'.d, sore throat, or
nurule. ,1. M. ( Chavez, Ygnacin I.. ington, I). ('., company is to work and chest irritation, better act promptly
develop the Maud M. group of gom Vke W .C.
Ortiz. F. A. Scrna, Jose N. I.ucero.
Harbor, of Sandy Level, Va.
in the Kit."- - of Ay'..' u i .! trict,
Anleeto Moya. Francisco C. Cliave-- .
He says: "I had a terrible chest trouYuma county.
This properly was ble,
Jesus Martinez, I.ebiado Martini"..
caused l.y smoke and coal dust on
n.iiriii cii spi".ii:ii.-!- v
into public no
lung.-- ;
but. after finding no relief
Takes the burn out; heals the, tiee a yi iir .'ik.'o , the iiS"over.,' f my
other remedies. I was cured by Dr.
wound; cures the pain. Pr. Thonias" some lnrue nuggets on an upper in
King's New Discovery for ConsumpElectric Oil, the household remedy. , bench of M'ouud forming part of the tion.
Coughs
Colds." Crfatest sale
claim. The minuets were almost pure of any couizh and
or lune medicine In the
j wold,
an it he lamest one found bav- world. At n I ilriiirg'Rts
URGING ATTENDANCE TO
; !i0 cand $ .00 ;
a
in
:.!ue of ful
Tie find ins of
Trial bottle free.
GOOD ROADS CONVENTION tlie iih'."ji ts caused a more careful guaranteed.
and thoiouwh investigation
to bo
No Unpleasant Effects.
I. as Vega. N. M , Sept. IS, I'.it
i
made a- -' to the ex'ent of the gold
If von ever took Do Witt's Little
To The Evening Citizen.
s. a. id the ground was found to Early Risers for biliousness or constiPear Sir We are advised of your bo ver i it'ti. For ii long time the pation you know what pill pleasure Is.
l
tir-t i,.v:
appointment as delegate to the
!r:o;,:n to work These famous little pills cleanse the
in ti t
territorial good roads convention, to tlio ground oil shares, but the owners' liver nnd rid the system of all bile
be held in this city September 20 and shares were very small. The new without producing unpleasant effects.
27, 1905, and take this opportunity company agrees to pay $oii,w)0 for Sold by all druggists.
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OF RELIABILITY, OFFERS TO THE BUYING PUBLIC THE FRESHEST, NEWEST AND LATEST

Gentlemen's

took Kodol Dyspepsia

a

mm

WEEKS

OTHER

Staple Dry Goods, Ladies' Notions and Furnishings

I had stomach troublt and was fat a bad state as I
I

m

Sim

tv haart na nttata anri I antilrl hnm.
Finally I gat a boul. of KoJol and it five
Imnr
Slats rsli.f. After uilnf a (w bottlM I am cured,
MRS. LORINO NICHOLS, Pens Van, N. T.

Oure lor about .lour months and it eurad ma.
KAUBLB. Mrrada,

ALL

AND

Indigestion causes ths stomach to
expand swell and puff up against the
heart This crowds ths heart and interferes with its action, and in ths course of
time ths heart becomes diseased.

tad htart troublt with It

STREETS
y THIRD
y

Especial Attention is Galled to the Genthmen's Furnishings

Silks Sicillians Mohairs Henriettas Serges Yoils Broadclofes

In this stock will tie found Coat Shirts, Union Undergarments, QuarIn collars and the most beautiful of neckwear.
Space for-

NUNS' VEILING, EOLIENNES, CREPES, FLANNELS AND SUITINGS IN ALL PATTERNS AND SHADES. PRICES RANGE FROM
20c TO $3 PER YARD.
Supplementing the dress goods department are the choicest of White
Walstlngs, Wash Fabrics, Linings, and other staple dry goods. The
most beautiful and exclusive line of Ribbons and Neckwear is being
displayed at reasonable prices. In Ladles' and Children's Furnishings we carry the

ter sizes

bids lengthy mention of this line, but a call at the GLOBE STORE
will convince the most fastidious that further search need not be
made for apparel which meets all requirements In quality, comfort
and style and reasonabless in price.

Grand Prize Winning

Superior Mentor Underwear

s
Our line of shoes Is one of the largest In the southwest and
all of the desirable styles and leathers. Diamond Brand Shoes
were awarded the highest prize for excellence by the St. Ixmis exposition experts, and "nundreds of satisfied wearers of these shoes in Albuquerque will testify to the Justness of that award. Yoiu can buy
shoes in any store but you can get the best only at the GLOBE
STORE.
com"-prise-

excellent Hosiery, Muslin Undergarmoney can buy. The cele60c to $2.50. Ladles' Kid
to equal them in the city.
Try a pair and learn what elegant kid gloves are.
In both union and

In all grades and the Underskirts
C. B. Corsets in all models; prices
Oloves, $1 per pair all snades. Nothing

ments
brated

TO TELL THE WHOLE STORY

Shoes tor Ladies, Gentlemen, Children

OF RELIABILITY AND SUPERIOR QUALITY IN DRY GOODS, NOTIONS, FURNISHINGS AND SHOES IN
A FEW WORDS, WHEN SHOPPING, FIND

g

WEST RAILROAD

ON

When you have found that, enter the door beneath and your troubles will cease.

AVE.

BELIEVE CHRIST'S

New High Class
Vaudeville
at the
Casino Tonight

i
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L. RICE.

AMUSEMENTS

COMING IS AT HAND

-

j

OTTO

G KT A CQ UAINTED

j

THE KNIGHTS

J

h

OF THE

MIDNIGHT

SUN

WILL DANCE ALL NIGHT
DOUKHOHOR

Grand Carnival Mask Ball

EMIGRANT WOMEN.

bark for Canada. The men are all
ELKS HALLSATURDAY, SEPT. 23, '05
accompanied by their women, w"no
dress in very plain clothes and are
inclined to corpulence.
ADMISSION $1.00
The iKinkholiors believe the time for WOOD.M KN O KCJ I KSTKA
the second coming of Christ Is at
hand. In their pilgrimage to meet the
Son of Cod they cast away their
busy.
Housewife
A party of 1"
Doukhobors has Just clothes, cooking utensils anil money,
landed in England and will soon em if they havo any.
Who takes pride in her bread and
cake making knows the pleasure and
satisfaction to be bad by the use of
WHOLESALE LIQUOR AND CIGAR
Empress mills flour. She knows ber
bread will be the whitest, sweetest,
DEALERS
---- -most nutritious and bealtoful, and ber
Exclusive Apenla for Yellowsion
cakeB, pies and pastry dainty, delicate
and O. 1". C. Whihkie, Moei V C'handon White Seal Champagne. St. Louis A
and light.
U. C. Bohemian und Jos. Schlitz Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owners am
distributors of the Alvarailo Whiskey. Write for our illustrated caialotjue a"
Automatic Telephone l'.tn. Salesroom III South First
price liit.
M. BERGER
Albuquerque Vew Mex'ro
111 West Copper Avenue.
"EMPR E 5S."
The Canadian colony of Russian
Doukhobors Is to be augmented by a
large number of their fellow religionists, who are now en route from the
czar's steppes to interior Canada,
where their fanatical rites are puzzling
psychologists and ke ping the police

The Happy

mini
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irrigation" by pumping! J
IS A

SUCCESS

Wholesale Grocers

When tne I'titnn and Engine are ALL
RIGHT, WE GUARANTEE our Outfit fur 5 years. We are Headiiuarters
for Tower Pumping Machinery. Send
for Catalogue.

The
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GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

Bolthoff Mfg. and Supply Co.

r
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Have You Noticed the Domestic Finish
We give on our laundry work? Try it and see how durable it is.
We turn out linen, white as snow
Notice ho long it keeps it fiii:.-.!i- .
and free t'roni all s: ecl.s or wrinkles.

r

IMPERIAL LAUNDRY

CO.

"Red Wagons"

ALBUQUERQUE

AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.
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prescriptions right
At Consistent Prices

NEXT

TO BANK OF

COMMERCE

203 W. Railroad Ave.
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pleasant caller nt The Citizen office,
and stated that a number of Deming
people, all former fi lends of Presi- H
dent Greer, are here to attend the fair.
Dave Weiller has returned from a
business trip to Los Angeles.
W. If. Panndeis Is In tho city from
is
by
WEATHER INDICATIONS.
Magdalena. taMng In tho fair.
M. H. Otero Is among
Lieutenant
Fair tonight and on Wednesday, the
Santa Ke exciirsionlssts In the
Douglas
Warmer Wednesday.
girls.
ail.
city.
of
Ahln.nl,
merchant
a
Henry
Gr.itit.
S3.
THE YOUNG FATHER.
and Ilenrv Voitim. of Cerro, aro In
Their touring cars he envlex none,
Shoes
week.
ml
the
the
city
to
i'i
All
Contented In a happy niarrlairo,
e
e
Miss Steli.i Sloan, one of Santa Fe's
lie fares abroad when day Is done,
The chauffeur of a baby carriage. popular young ladles, Is here with t
Courier-Journaexcursionists and Is enjoying herself.
fails.
Mis. Jti.Ml, sister of the Iifeld
There will he no meeting of the brothers. - here from Las Vegas, the
Eagles tonight.
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Ii- to complete tho details of the program for the Epworth League con.T
V. Kev. stinervlsine enelncer on feld.
.
be held the latter part of
Is in the city
the Santa Fe
A.
Farnsworth of Grant vention, to Quite
Sheriff C.
a laige delegation of
week.
from Helen.
:
onC ol
county, ami Ms deputy, J. A. Shipley, the
"Nothing lint tin- lust in at trials In our ghops," will
Tho
young
people will be In attendanco
Mrs. A. M. l.eeson. an expert sten- nre amonu tlic Silver City people at
always govern tln running of oar business. Hut this la not all. We
from the' Meadow City.
ographer of Santa He, is heie to at- the fair.
pay Just as much attention to the style and finisli of every pair of
Peter Isherwood, formerly of this
tend the fair.
A. W. Harris, a well known
Col.
past couplo of years
shoes as. we do to their quality. Furthermore, we are hacking up this
known mine operator of the Kingston district, acity, but forof the
Edward Armijo. a well
El Paso, will arrive on
resident
county, is here to atyonne man of Santa Fe, Is hereto down In
statement of
ir money refunded If a pair of shoes falls to give satv
Thursday morning
and visit his
Ul
HB
.
spend the week.
tend the fair.
.ctiA
isfaction. Our new fall and winter styles ate ready for your InspecMrs.
Thomas Isherwood.
brother,
up
on
Closson
T. II. Kamm is
Mrs. C. i'.
from Soeotro
and children and Isherwood came In from the south
tion.
Hi!
business and pleasure. He expects to Abe Reid are among the delegation Sunday morning.
here from Santa Fe. Thej came to atreturn home tonight.
.1. H. Hrngaw
and Charles Nelson,
Mrs. J. C. Rock and Mrs. Robert tend the fair.
prominent citizens of Silver City, were
among
City,
Sellgman,
L.
are
Mrs.
Amado
Silver
the
Hlsbee.
Mrs.
of
J.
at
The Citizen ofHce this
introduced
Mens' Shoes
$1.50 to $4.00
Chavez, It ( Garrett, wife and moth morning. The gentlemen are returnfair visitors in the city.
$1.35 to $4.00
Women's Shoes
......
9 er, all well known people of Santa Fe, ing
Tnl.
from a visit to the Portland exWomen's Strap 8andals. .$1.25 to $2.75
position, and after a stay of a couple
Silver City, Is among the Silver City, are here today.
Felt Shoes and Slippers. .60c to $1.50
E. H. Vi nahle. who Is In tho station- of days here, taking In the territorial
people who are taking In the fair.
Shoes for Boys and Girls $1.00 to $2.50
Colonel W. S. Hopewell and family ery buslm ss at Silver City, is in the fair, they will proceed on to Silver
have returned from Santa Fe, and big fair city today and will remain a City.
Mr. and Mr. Clark Rogers, ranch
will remain in the city Indefinitely. couple of days.
Walter Jaffa, of the Jaffa Grocery people from t ie Jne mountains of
J. W. Orchard, connected with the
S5
Santa Fe Central and Albuquerque company, who suffered several weeks Grant county, came In from the south
Eastern at Estancia, is here to lemain with typhoid fever, 1b slowly ifcover-In- this morning and Mr. Rogers, in the
course of conversation at The Citizen
THE WOMAN BEHIND
his strength.
a few days.
stated that his section of New
THE POCKETBOOK.
Ernest Meyers returned to the city office,
W. A. Drake registered yesterday
Mr. Mexico is all right; stock are in good
Is the customer we appeal to. To be
from Ketner, out in the timber lands, today after a week's absence.
condition
there Is plenty of grass
sure, she wants the best grocery staand will remain in the city for a Meyers spent yesterday In El Paso, and good and
water.
ples ant) table luxuries, but she wants
which be found quite a warm place.
rouple of days.
no overcharging for that "beat." We're
W. H. Kennedy and IL C. Yountz,
Mrs. Cold and daughter. Miss Re- Get your dress suit cdeaned and
not a bit afraid of her, for the simspending the two well Known business gentlemen pressed for the Montezuma Ball at the
are
The Railroad Avenue C othler
becca,
Fe,
Santa
of
ple reason that our prices can't be
among
of
Fe,
excursionare
the
Santa
week in the city, the guests of Mr.
Pantntorium.
Clothes called for and
beaten for the same quality. As a and Mrs. Jake
tocapital
ists
the
territorial
from
Ievy.
delivered. 206 West Silver ave. Auto.
matter of convenience, we will call for
iMr. and Mrs. T. E. Harrett. of Clif- day.
Phone 319.
and deliver orders at regular stated
Mr. and Mrs. T. J. Stockton, well
intervals, or In a hurry If you use the ton. Ariz., are In the city on business
and pleasure. Mr. Harrett Is one or known and popular people of Clif'phone.
ton, Ariz., are in the New Mexico methe leading druggists of Clifton.
and they are enjoying themTrain No. 7 was delayed several tropolis,
hours on the Glorleta mountain last selves.
Xos. 118 and 120, South Second St.
A. II. Hall, who recently resigned
nlg'nt by a landslide, and did not aras a clerk at the local Santa Fe ticrive until 4 o'clock this morning.
has been east. Is In the
Mrs. E. C. Whltson, of the Whitson ket office ami
takinc In the fair, while en route
Music company, and Mark Johnson, city
the company's expert piano tuner, re- to California.
Mrs. Gilbert, wife of Dr. Gilbert,
turned yesterday from a business trip
whose death occurred In this city
to Gallup.
time ago. came In from the south
M
Danenhauer, representing the somemorning
this
and will visit friends and
pubnewspaper
Copper Era, a weekly
Zj
a few days.
TJIKIVKS IX COMFORT
1JUV IIEK A
lished at Clifton, is in the city seeing the fair for
Miss I,au:a Iee Davis, private secthat the Clifton base ball boys are retary
to Territorial Superintendent
being well cared for.
Public Instruction Hiram Hadley,
Mrs. J. H. Sloan, David M. White, R. of
visiting friends
Call
Goods
H. Hanna, W. A. Hell and Miss A. L. is In the city today
Heels, are a party of Santa Fe people and taking in tho sights at the fair.
Sampl9
Rooms
in
who arrived in the city last night to! The notorious William LIdke was
heard from In El Paso the other day.
take in the festivities.
-See
Ho was getting off his chin music
Gold
The Pueblo Chieftain will give Al- down
then1, very much as he played it
annual
buquerque and the twenty-fift- h
on his first arrival In the Duke
fair a big sendoft. Arthur O'Brien, here
one of the outside representatives of City.
Joseph Isherwood, a machinist for
that paper, is In the city for that purart
the Southern Pacific at Kern's City,
pose.
Is expected here Saturday mornla
Hon. Nestor Armijo, a wealthy citi- Cab,
ing, and will visit his parents, Mr.
n,
zen of the Mesilla valley, with home
Mrs. Thomas Isherwood, for a
Hose,
at Las Cruees, is in the metropolis and
Ar- few weeks.
Mr.
mingling
visitors.
with
the
Belting,
Mil:" ''irij
Boilers,
W. A. llrown, of the Consolidated
with a coat of Heath & Mllllgan's
mijo is the owner of some very valuaMining & .Milling company, accompan
paint over your wood work where
Supplies. Write for Prices
ble real estate In this city.
ied by Mrs. Hrown and children, came
needed. You wl'd find It most satArmy vet- In from errillos last night and will
Knowles,
Captain
a
Orand
isfactory, Inasmuch as It will make
eran, of Deming, who attended the big visit city friends and the fair for a
clean things look cleaner, and,
encampment at Denver, Is stopping a couple of days.
what Is more, make them stay so.
few days In the city on his return to
Judge John Stansberry, of the deWe also have a large stock of lumDeming.
This veteran reports havber, sash and doors, glass, cement,
of Justice, Washington, D.
ing had a fine time at the encamp- partment
C, Is registered at the Alvarado.
and Rex Flint Kote Roofing.
II
ment.
Judge 8. H. Spooner of the same
Sol Harth, brother of Nathan Barth,
tment, is expected to arrive in the
Is here from St. Johns, Ariz. The vis- city tomorrow.
South Pint Strt jt
3
North Fint St
itor is largely interested in the sheep
ALBUQUERQUE LUMBER CO,
The funeral of Herman Hase will
raising business out in his section of
the residence, 412
Arizona, and reports his flocks in ex- take place fiom
First Street and Marquette
n n
West Lead avenue, tomorrow afterumm
in i iiimi' inn
iiimiiinn mi
mil MiiiiiiMmnnwnnwi n
miimr n
cellent condition. He Is here for a noon
at 2 o'clock. Rev. Wilbur Fisk,
few days,
pastor of the Iead avenue Methodist
George Learnard of the firm of Episcopal church, will oViclate.
OCXXXOCXXXXDCOC)COCOOOOOS) t
Learnard & Llndemann, piano and
Vtt are now open for business, with
Clarence Pierce, of Sellgman Bros.,
music dealers, has gone to Gallup on
mM
n
ft
a --,ew and second-handry
goods
line of furnimerchants of Santa Fe, was
business. He Is missing the fair, and
ture, at 114 8outh Fourth street. In
the big work mapped out for him by among the excursionists to arrive
X
THE DON RICARDO.
3 brand new $100 unre
the president and secretary of the fair from the Capital City today to see
the Gleckler building.
Q X A Fox No.
LA PLATA EAGER.
the fair. Mr. Pierce will remain in Q
association.
Q
A
9
DON
FLORA.
IRVAN & HAYGOOD.
city
the
until the end of the week.
X
The Las Vegas Blues arrived last
HIGH LIFE.
O
deemed typewriter for sale cheap by
W. G. Ogle, who Is a prominent real Q
night and are quartered at the Grand
Q Q
DEPENDABLE.
Veestate
man
insurance
and
of
Las
g
Central hotel. Tomorrow Is Las Ve- gas, Is expected in
SULTANA.
LITTLE
the city tomorrow
gas day, and a large number of Mead
Manufactured hy
q
Q'"
CARRIAGE TRIMMING AND RE- - V ow City people are expected to come
"THE MAN YOU CAN TRUST"
M. GUSSAROFF,
Albuquerque
to
contest
8
X
see
for
down
PAIRING
1J IJL
the supremacy of the diamond.
0 115 West Railroad avenue, O
The Largest
Establishment in the Southwest.
X
City Clerk Lee, who lost his pocket-booand 107 Sou'a Second St. g J
Harness, 8prlng Wagons Built to A
,
only
Short
last Sunday containing a small
Order
Lunch
Th
Room in theCitv. Fine
amount of money, railroad passes and
118 RAILROAD AVENUE
NEXT TO ST. ELMO
papers,
pocketbook
valuable
had
the
aspcdiy. 216 S, Second St.
V
HORSESHOEING
j
by
evening
Chas.
Tj
IVES,
him
to
last
THE
FLORIST.
returned
a young man who picked it
Fresh Cut Flower.
0 Cleghorn,
CARRIAGE
PAINTING
up in one of the halls of the N. T.
Armijo building.
Sigmuud Llndauer, one of the most
Cor. First Street and T.jeras Road AlDUYULriyUt UArSHIAljt UU.
prosperous
general
of
merchants
southern New Mexico, and one of the
best "fellers" in the territory, is In
the city to witness the cowboy and
Indian feats at the fair. He was a
I
I)
WIIOLiISKALirc
Do you wear slippers? We have tu
excellent line of men's Opera Slip
When bouelu rititit are a good Investment. Our prices are right. We invite
pers in black or tan, kid lined, at 11.50.
you to call and examine the beautiful diamond goods we are offering; also
Sandals,
One, two and three-stravicl kid or patent colt, for ladies, range
WATCHES, JEWELRY, SILVERWARE, ETC.
from 11.25 to $2.75. Our
Mail orders receive special attention.
felt "Juliets," red, green or black, are
the celebrated Alfred Dols;e make, and
AVENUE.
RAILROAD
LEADING JEWELER
cost $1.25 and $1.50. C. May's shoe
store, 314 West Railroad avenue.
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LOCAL AND
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Stomach Bitters

li

Strangers

used exclusively
hundreds of women
and
It cures
ments peculiar to them
sickly women
should try a bottle. It
never

l.
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SIMON STERN

F.

I

r.

TROTTER

PLUMBING

LOVE

STEAM AND HOT WATER HEATING

'GAS RANGE

the Gas Man Fourth and

and Examine the Beautiful
Displayed
Our

Avenue

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL HARDWARE

Finish oit Fall
House Cleaning

Farm Implements, Pumps, Pipe and Fittings,
Packing, Engines,
Harness, Saddles, Leather, Ranch

Steam Pumps,

LARGEST STOCK IN THE SOUTH WEST

de-p-

Furniture
Bargains.

WHITNEY COMPANY
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ROSENFIELD,
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MERCHANTS c

Pawn-Brokin-

Ajin17

the Pawnbroker
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DIAMONDS

E. J. POST & CO.
AX
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FEW LEADERS IN OUR LINE

THE WORLD.
JEAD
Wagons used today

ClothesMadeUponHonorStein-BlochTailorTested. They

?
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Chop I Chopl Chop I

will fit you and save you money. Try?

This Label Stands for 5 1 Years
of Knowing How

mc.iTt.ro isss

xxA

Isn't it, to get down the
chopping bowl and knife and prepare
something for the next meal?
But the tiresome method is out of date.
You can do the work with Sargent's
Cem Food Choppe r and do it
better with but little labor. The
Cem chops all kinds of food in
Coarse, medium or fine nierp? a; He- sired. Useful in the preparation of substantials and
desserts. You need it In your kitchen every day.
Tiresome,

SUITS
$12.00 $18.00
13 50
20.00
15.00 22.50
16.00 25.00

If

E. L. WASHBURN CO.
122 South Second Street

More Studebaker
than any other (3)

three makes combined. Best obtainable
wood stock used in constructing the "Studebaker" and is peasoned from three to five
years before using. Write us for prices on
all kinds of vehicles.

This Store Will Be Open Evenings All This Week

SUITS
$12 DO $18.00
13.50 20.00
15.00 22.00
1000 25.00

HARDWARE

STUDEBAKERS'

EVERITT

Of Woolens Wool

oooocooooc

r

d

ft

401-40-

119 West Gold Avenue

e. j.

I

tost, rsi

CO.,

"CTEP IN" while shopping and look over
our line of choppers and other useful
articles around the house. Bargains for all
at reduced prices. Refrigerators, Ice Cream
Freezers, Water Coolers, Stoves and Ranges,
Garden Hose and Sprinklers.
MECHANICS' AND CARPENTERS
TOOLS A SPECIALTY
PROMPT

U KLIN' Kit Y ON

KYhUY Pl'KCllASh

215 W. Railroad Ave.
ALBUQUERQUE,

-

NEW MEXICO

-

